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(54) FALSE EYELASH SYSTEM

(57) A false eyelash system comprising: a false eyelash (50) having a base (51) and false lashes (52), wherein said
base has an inner side (53) for adhering to an eyelid (500) and an outer side from which said false lashes extend away
from said base; a false eyelash holder (10) for use in loading the false eyelash into an applicator (200, 2000, 3000, 3100,
3500, 3600, 3700, 3800, 4000, 5200); wherein said false eyelash holder has a support member (14) configured to be
adjustable between a first configuration and a second configuration, wherein in the first configuration the support member
(14) has a substantially convex shaped outer side (15), wherein said false eyelash is releaseably supported on said
support member outer side and orientated such that the eyelash base inner side faces the support member outer side
and the eyelash base outer side faces outwardly away from the support member outer side; and wherein in the second
configuration said false eyelash base outer side and said base inner side are supported in a substantially concave shape
and convex shape, respectively, on and in nested relation with said support member outer side.
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Description

[0001] A portion of the disclosure of this patent docu-
ment contains material which is subject to copyright pro-
tection. The copyright owner has no objection to the fac-
simile reproduction by anyone of the patent document or
the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and
Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise
reserves all copyright rights whatsoever.

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0002] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pro-
visional Application No. 61/928,901, filed January 17,
2014. The entire contents of the patent application iden-
tified above is incorporated by reference herein as if fully
set forth.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERAL RIGHTS

[0003] N/A

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0004] Embodiments relate to false eyelash apparatus
and, more particularly but not exclusively, to false eye-
lash apparatus for applying false eyelashes to eyelids.
Embodiments relate to false eyelash holders for holding
false eyelashes. Embodiments relate to loader devices
for loading false eyelashes into false eyelash applicators.
Embodiments relate to false eyelash applicators for re-
ceiving and applying false eyelashes to eyelids. Embod-
iments relate to false eyelash methods for supporting a
false eyelash. Embodiments relate to methods for apply-
ing a false eyelash to an eyelid. Embodiments relate to
methods of operating the aforementioned apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0005] Since the silent film era, woman have used ar-
tificial, fake, false eyelashes or false lashes to make their
eyes look more attractive. The difficulty of attaching false
lashes is well known.
[0006] The false lash must be applied in sections, with-
out allowing the unattached glue laden sections from
touching and adhering to the wrong plane of the eyelid
or the person’s natural eyelashes. The unattached sec-
tions are only millimeters from the eyelid and natural eye-
lashes, it’s an art in itself to apply the false lash on the
exact proper plane.
[0007] If the glue that’s applied to the false lash to hold
it in place on the eyelid, makes contact with any of the
natural eyelashes, the false eyelash must be put aside
before attachment is complete and the accidentally ap-
plied glue must be removed before beginning again. In
the time that it takes, the original glue will start to cure
on the false eyelash and also must be removed and then
reapplied fresh.

[0008] Any makeup that is often pre-applied to the eye-
lid is thus wiped off or smeared in the glue removal proc-
ess, and must be reapplied before again attempting re-
applying the false eyelash.
[0009] This is why women pay beauty salons from $45-
$200 for professional false lash attachment. The fact that
beauty salons are so widely used underscores the fact
that hand application and the prior art have not solved
this problem
[0010] Various devices have been employed to help
achieve this. Known applicators have not solved the
problem of providing an easy and precise application
means.
[0011] There is a need to provide an improved appa-
ratus and method for use in applying false eyelashes.

SUMMARY

[0012] According to one aspect, a false eyelash holder
is provided. The false eyelash holder has a support mem-
ber for supporting a false eyelash. The support member
is configured to be adjustable between a first configura-
tion and a second configuration. In the first configuration,
the false eyelash is supportable in a convex shape on
the support member. In the second configuration, the
false eyelash is supportable in a substantially concave
shape on the support member. When the convex shaped
false eyelash is supported on support member in the first
configuration, the support member is adjustable from the
first configuration to the second configuration in which
the supported eyelash is substantially concave shaped
so as to cause inversion of the shape of the false eyelash
from the convex shape to the substantially concave
shape.
[0013] In one approach, the false eyelash holder to
which the false lash is attached, has a built in post that
allows the lash to be inverted, to allow insertion into an
applicator. The loader/inverter inverts the lash; convex
to concave. It may have a post to allow the applica-
tor/clamp to pick up the lash at the exact correct angle.
[0014] In another approach, a false eyelash holder is
provided in which the false eyelash is pre-loaded and
pre-inverted, for example at a factory facility, and thus its
not needed to inverted by the consumer.
[0015] According to another aspect, a false eye lash
applicator is provided. The applicator has a clamp con-
figured to be adjustable between a closed position and
a neutral position. In the closed position the clamp is ca-
pable of gripping a false eyelash being supported in a
substantially concave shape by an eyelash holder and
is capable of pulling the false eyelash in the concave
shape off from the eye lash holder. In the neutral position;
the clamp has released grip of the false eyelash and
loosely carries the concave shaped false eyelash for al-
lowing said applicator to roll the false eyelash lengthways
onto an eyelid and release the false eyelash from said
applicator.
[0016] In one approach, once the lashes are inside the
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applicator/clamp, glue or other suitable adhesive medi-
um can easily be applied, as the lash band of the false
eyelash is from 0.25 - 5 mm away from the clamp’s edge
and the lashes themselves are semirigid, holding the lash
band firmly in place for easy gluing. In one example, a
pre-applied or user-applied glue strip is adopted as the
adhesive medium, eliminating the need to manually apply
glue. Once the glue has dried to appropriate tackiness,
the applicator/clamp goes to a ’neutral’ position so that
as the lash is ’rolled’ onto the eyelid, the applicator/clamp
releases the lash without measurable restriction, i.e.; the
glue holds the lash band onto the eyelid and the appli-
cator clamp does not.
[0017] In some examples, the applicator could be re-
usable or disposable. The applicator may be flat or curved
or a combination of both. The curved applicator keeps
the lashes curved ’up’ as natural eyelashes are, during
storage.
[0018] In one approach, a system comprises an artifi-
cial eyelash holder, which flexes and inverts from con-
cave to convex. The system can include a specific retail
holding tray. The system can include a device to invert
the false eyelash holder, which then inserts it into a device
to apply the false eyelash on an eyelid in a new and easy
way.
In another aspect of the present technolgoy, a false eye-
lash applicator comprises:a false eyelash support, for re-
leaseably supporting a false eyelash to be applied to an
eyelid; and a handle portion for manipulating said false
eyelash support to apply said false eyelash; wherein said
support is configured to rollably support the false eyelash
in a lengthwise roll on configuration for rolling, by manip-
ulation of said handle portion, the false eyelash length-
wise laterally over an eyelid and off said support.
[0019] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith.
[0020] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; and the
support outer side may be substantially convexly curved
lengthwise for supporting a false eyelash in a substan-
tially inverted shape thereon.
[0021] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; and the
support outer side may be substantially straight length-
wise for supporting the false eyelash in a substantially
straight shape.
[0022] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; and the
applicator support may have at least one outer side, said
at least one outer side being shaped for rollably support-

ing the base of the false eyelash on the exterior of the
outer side in alignment therewith; and the support outer
side may be substantially concave lengthwise for sup-
porting the false eyelash base ; said concave support
outer side having a radius of curvature that is much great-
er than the radius of curvature of the human eye.
[0023] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; and the
support may comprise a unitary structure.
[0024] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; and the
applicator may further comprise an adhesive medium for
releaseably adhering the false eyelash band on the sup-
port outer side.
[0025] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; wherein
said support outer side is substantially convexly curved
lengthwise for supporting a false eyelash in a substan-
tially inverted shape thereon; and wherein said support
comprises a clamp having a first clamp member and a
second clamp member, wherein at least one of said first
and second clamp members form said outer side for rol-
lably supporting said inverted false eyelash; said clamp
members being operably coupled together for gripping
false lashes extending from said false eyelash base. The
applicator support may further comprise at least one
alignment post and associated hole formed on at least
one of said first and second clamp members, said align-
ment post(s) and associated hole(s) being arranged on
said member(s) to slidable engage one another and align
said first and second clamp members one above the oth-
er as said first and second clamp members are pressed
together.
[0026] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; wherein
said support outer side may be substantially convexly
curved lengthwise for supporting a false eyelash in a sub-
stantially inverted shape thereon; wherein said support
may comprise a clamp having a first clamp member and
a second clamp member, wherein at least one of said
first and second clamp members may form said outer
side for rollably supporting said inverted false eyelash;
said clamp members may be operably coupled together
for gripping false lashes extending from said false eye-
lash base; and wherein said clamp members are config-
ured to be adjustable between an open configuration for
loading said substantially inverted false eyelash onto said
applicator, a substantially closed configuration for tightly
gripping the false lashes of the substantially inverted
false eyelash being supported, and a neutral configura-
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tion for loosely gripping said false lashes whilst allowing
said substantially inverted false eyelash to be releasable
from said clamp members without substantial restriction.
The applicator support may further comprises a biasing
device, said biasing device being configured to bias said
clamp members between said substantially open, neutral
and closed configurations. The biasing biasing device
may comprise a shim clamp integrated with said appli-
cator or a clip separate from or integrated with said ap-
plicator.
[0027] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; wherein
said support outer side may be substantially convexly
curved lengthwise for supporting a false eyelash in a sub-
stantially inverted shape thereon; wherein said support
may comprise a clamp having a first clamp member and
a second clamp member, wherein at least one of said
first and second clamp members may form said outer
side for rollably supporting said inverted false eyelash;
said clamp members may be operably coupled together
for gripping false lashes extending from said false eye-
lash base; wherein said clamp members are configured
to be adjustable between an open configuration for load-
ing said substantially inverted false eyelash onto said
applicator, a substantially closed configuration for tightly
gripping the false lashes of the substantially inverted
false eyelash being supported, and a neutral configura-
tion for loosely gripping said false lashes whilst allowing
said substantially inverted false eyelash to be releasable
from said clamp members without substantial restriction;
and wherein said first clamp member includes a lash re-
ceiving groove extending lengthwise along said outer
side and said second clamp member includes a corre-
sponding curved portion, said lash receiving groove and
corresponding curved portion being testable with one an-
other and being profiled such that, when said clamping
members are in the closed configuration gripping said
lashes, said lashes substantially maintain their naturally
curled shape.
[0028] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; wherein
said support outer side may be substantially convexly
curved lengthwise for supporting a false eyelash in a sub-
stantially inverted shape thereon; wherein said support
may comprise a clamp having a first clamp member and
a second clamp member, wherein at least one of said
first and second clamp members may form said outer
side for rollably supporting said inverted false eyelash;
said clamp members may be operably coupled together
for gripping false lashes extending from said false eye-
lash base; wherein said clamp members are configured
to be adjustable between an open configuration for load-
ing said substantially inverted false eyelash onto said
applicator, a substantially closed configuration for tightly

gripping the false lashes of the substantially inverted
false eyelash being supported, and a neutral configura-
tion for loosely gripping said false lashes whilst allowing
said substantially inverted false eyelash to be releasable
from said clamp members without substantial restriction;
and further comprising a hinge, wherein said first clamp
member and said second clamp member are operably
coupled together by said hinge for adjusting said first and
second clamp members between said open, neutral and
closed configurations; and the applicator may further
comprise a spacer mechanism which is configured to be
operable to cause said first and second clamp members
to space apart from the substantially closed configuration
to the neutral configuration by a predetermined amount-
ed and form a gap therebetween. The spacer mechanism
may comprise a hinge, said hinge being an expandable
hinge pivotally interconnecting said first and second
clamp members together, said expandable hinge being
operable between an unexpanded configuration and ex-
panded configuration, wherein in the unexpanded con-
figuration, said first and second members pivot about a
common rotational axis of said hinge, and wherein in said
expanded configuration, the hinge rotational axis of said
first member is displaced generally perpendicularly from
the hinge rotational axis of the second member by said
predetermined amount so as to form said gap between
said members. The spacer mechanism may further com-
prise a latch mechanism for adjusting the expandable
hinge between said expanded and unexpanded config-
urations; and a guide member for maintaining the first
and second members substantially parallel to one anoth-
er in the neutral configuration.
[0029] The applicator support may have at least one
outer side, said at least one outer side being shaped for
rollably supporting the base of the false eyelash on the
exterior of the outer side in alignment therewith; wherein
said support outer side may be substantially convexly
curved lengthwise for supporting a false eyelash in a sub-
stantially inverted shape thereon; wherein said support
may comprise a clamp having a first clamp member and
a second clamp member, wherein at least one of said
first and second clamp members may form said outer
side for rollably supporting said inverted false eyelash;
said clamp members may be operably coupled together
for gripping false lashes extending from said false eye-
lash base; wherein said clamp members are configured
to be adjustable between an open configuration for load-
ing said substantially inverted false eyelash onto said
applicator, a substantially closed configuration for tightly
gripping the false lashes of the substantially inverted
false eyelash being supported, and a neutral configura-
tion for loosely gripping said false lashes whilst allowing
said substantially inverted false eyelash to be releasable
from said clamp members without substantial restriction;
and the applicator may further comprise a spacer mech-
anism which is configured to be operable to cause said
first and second clamp members to space apart from the
substantially closed configuration to the neutral configu-
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ration by a predetermined amounted and form a gap there
between.
[0030] In another aspect, a false eyelash applicator
comprises: a false eyelash support, for releaseably sup-
porting a false eyelash to be applied to an eyelid; and a
handle portion for manipulating said false eyelash sup-
port to apply said false eyelash; wherein said support is
configured to rollably support the false eyelash in a
lengthwise roll on configuration for rolling, by manipula-
tion of said handle portion, the false eyelash lengthwise
laterally over an eyelid and off said support; and further
comprising
a false eyelash, said false eyelash being pre-supported
on said applicator in said roll on configuration.
[0031] According to another aspect, a false eyelash
applicator comprises: a false eyelash support, for re-
leaseably supporting a false eyelash to be applied to an
eyelid; and a handle portion for manipulating said false
eyelash support to apply said false eyelash;
wherein said support is configured to rollably support the
false eyelash in a lengthwise roll on configuration for roll-
ing, by manipulation of said handle portion, the false eye-
lash lengthwise laterally over an eyelid and off said sup-
port; wherein said support outer side is substantially con-
vexly curved lengthwise for supporting a false eyelash in
a substantially inverted shape thereon; and further com-
prising: a false eyelash, said false eyelash being pre-
supported on said applicator in said substantially inverted
shape.
[0032] According to another aspect, a false eyelash
holder for loading a false eyelash into an applicator, the
holder comprises a support member for supporting a
false eyelash, the support member being adjustable be-
tween a first configuration and a second configuration,
wherein in the first configuration the false eyelash is sup-
portable in a substantially convex shape on said member,
wherein in the second configuration the false eyelash is
supportable in a substantially concave shape on said
support member, and wherein, when said convex shaped
false eyelash is supported on said member, said support
member is adjustable between said first configuration
and said second configuration so as to cause the shape
of said false eyelash to adjust between the substantially
convex shape and said substantially concave shape. The
support member comprises a flex band that is deformable
between said first configuration and said second config-
uration. The flex band may have a convex shape in said
first configuration and a substantially concave shape in
said second configuration. The flex band may be config-
ured to be invertable from the convex shape in said first
configuration to the substantially concave shape in said
second configuration. The flex band may be configured
to be invertable from the convex shape in said first con-
figuration to the substantially concave shape in said sec-
ond configuration and configured to naturally default to
said first configuration. The flex band may be configured
be adjustable from the substantially concave shape in
said second configuration to the convex shape in in said

first configuration. The flex band may be configured be
adjustable from the substantially concave shape in said
second configuration to the convex shape in in said first
configuration and configured to naturally default to said
second configuration.
[0033] The holder may further comprise spacers locat-
ed on an outer side of the flex band at opposing ends
thereof for aligning the flex band outer side in the sub-
stantially concave shape with a corresponding applicator
convex outer side .
[0034] The holder may further comprise a post inte-
grated with or fixed to a central area on an inner side of
the flexible band for mounting the flexible band on an
inverter device.
[0035] In yet another aspect of the present technology,
a false eyelash apparatus comprises: a false eyelash
having a base and false lashes, wherein said base has
an inner side for adhering to an eyelid and an outer side
from which said false eyelashes extend away from said
base; a false eyelash holder for use in loading the false
eyelash into an applicator; wherein said false eyelash
holder has a support member having substantially con-
vex shaped outer side, wherein said false eyelash is re-
leaseably supported on said support member outer side
and orientated such that the eyelash band inner side fac-
es the support member outer side and the eyelash band
outer side faces outwardly away from the support mem-
ber outer side; and wherein said false eyelash base outer
side and said base inner side are supported in a sub-
stantially concave shape and convex shape, respective-
ly, on and in nested relation with said support member
outer side.
[0036] In yet another aspect of the present technology,
a method of applying a false eyelash to an eyelid; the
method comprising: providing a false eyelash; supporting
in a substantially convex shape said false eyelash on a
support member in a first configuration; adjusting said
support member from said first configuration to said sec-
ond configuration to invert said false eyelash to a sub-
stantially concave or straight shape; applying adhesive
to said false eyelash and/or an eyelid; rolling the length
of said inverted false eyelash laterally across an eyelid
and off said support to adhere said false eyelash to said
eyelid.
[0037] According to another aspect, inverter/loader de-
vice for receiving and adjusting a false eyelash holder
for loading a false eyelash into an applicator, the holder
comprising a support member for supporting a false eye-
lash, the support member being adjustable between a
first configuration and a second configuration, wherein
in the first configuration the false eyelash is supportable
in a substantially convex shape on said member, wherein
in the second configuration the false eyelash is support-
able in a substantially concave shape on said support
member, and wherein, when said convex shaped false
eyelash is supported on said member, said support mem-
ber is adjustable between said first configuration and said
second configuration so as to cause the shape of said
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false eyelash to adjust between the substantially convex
shape and said substantially concave shape; and where-
in said device comprises: a receiving member configured
to receive said false eyelash holder; and an inverter
mechanism configured to adjust the eyelash holder sup-
port member between the first configuration and the sec-
ond configuration. The support member may comprise a
flex band that is deformable between said first configu-
ration and said second configuration; and wherein said
flex band has a convex shape in said first configuration
and a substantially concave shape in said second con-
figuration. The inverter mechanism may further comprise
a puller mechanism configured to hold a center region of
the flex band in a fixed position and to pull opposing ends
of the flex band to flex the band between said first con-
figuration to said second configuration. Alternatively, the
inverter mechanism may further comprise a puller mech-
anism configured to hold opposing ends of the flex band
in a fixed position and to pull a center region of the flex
band to flex the band between said first configuration and
said second configuration. Alternatively,, the inverter
mechanism may further comprise a pusher mechanism
configured to hold a center region of the flex band in a
fixed position and to push opposing ends of the flex band
to flex the band between said first configuration and said
second configuration. Alternatively, inverter mechanism
may comprise a pusher mechanism configured to hold
opposing ends of the flex band in a fixed position and to
push a center region of the flex band to flex the band
between said first configuration and said second config-
uration.
[0038] The inverter/loader device may further com-
prise a handle and wherein said inverter mechanism is
incorporated in said handle for hand actuation of said
inverter mechanism.
[0039] The flex-band may include a self alignment post
integrated or mounted to a center region of said flex-
band, said post extending substantially along the width
of the band on the inner side thereof, wherein said re-
ceiving member includes a locating hole for receiving
said alignment post therein to retain said flex-band up-
right on said receiving member, and wherein said receiv-
ing member is configured to be slidable in and out of an
end of said housing to pull flex band opposing ends onto
the housing end and flex the band from said first config-
uration to said second configuration.
[0040] The inverter/loader device may wherein said in-
verter mechanism is automated.
[0041] According to another aspect, a method of ap-
plying a false eyelash to an eyelid comprises providing
a false eyelash; supporting in a substantially convex
shape said false eyelash on a support member in a first
configuration; adjusting said support member from said
first configuration to said second configuration to invert
said false eyelash to a substantially concave or straight
shape; applying adhesive to said false eyelash and/or an
eyelid; and rolling the length of said inverted false eyelash
laterally across an eyelid and off said support to adhere

said false eyelash to said eyelid.
[0042] In yet another aspect of the present technology,
a method for holding a false eyelash comprises support-
ing a false eyelash, inverting the false eyelash shape
from a convex shape to a substantially concave shape,
and supporting said inverted false eyelash for loading
into an applicator. The method may further comprise sup-
porting the false eyelash having a convex shape on a
flexible band and wherein inverting the false eyelash
shape from a convex shape to a substantially concave
shape comprises deforming said flexible band supporting
said false eyelash from a convex shape to a substantially
concave shape so as to cause inversion of said eyelash
from a convex shape to a substantially concave shape.
[0043] In yet another aspect of the present technology,
a method for applying a false eyelash, the method com-
prises clamping a false eyelash being supported in a con-
cave shape by an eyelash holder, pulling off said false
eyelash from said eye lash holder whilst clamping said
false eyelash in said substantially said concave shape;
and releasing and loosely carrying said substantially con-
cave shaped false eyelash; rolling said false eyelash onto
an eyelid and releasing said false eyelash from said ap-
plicator.
[0044] According to yet another aspect, a false eyelash
holder comprises a support member for supporting a
false eyelash, the support member being adjustable be-
tween a first configuration and a second configuration,
wherein in the first configuration the false eyelash is sup-
portable in a convex shape on said member, wherein in
the second configuration the false eyelashes are sup-
portable in a substantially concave shape on said support
member, and wherein, when said convex shaped false
eyelashes is supported on said member in said first con-
figuration, said support member is adjustable from said
first configuration to said second configuration so as to
cause inversion of the shape of said false eyelash from
the convex shape to said substantially concave shape.
[0045] The support member may comprise a flexible
band that is deformable between said first configuration
and said second configuration.
[0046] According to another aspect, an inverter/loader
device for receiving and loading a false eyelash holder
is provided. The inverter/loader comprises: a receiver
member configured to receive a false eyelash holder,
and an inverter mechanism configured to adjust the false
eyelash holder from the first configuration to the second
configuration and to hold said false eyelash holder in said
second configuration for loading into an applicator such
that, when said eyelash holder is supporting a false eye-
lash and is being held by said inverter/loader device, said
inverter/loader device holds said false eyelash supported
in said convex shape by said false eyelash holder in said
first configuration; the false eyelash holder comprising a
support member for supporting a false eyelash, the sup-
port member being adjustable between a first configura-
tion and a second configuration, wherein in the first con-
figuration the false eyelash is supportable in a convex
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shape on said member, wherein in the second configu-
ration the false eyelashes are supportable in a substan-
tially concave shape on said support member, and
wherein, when said convex shaped false eyelashes is
supported on said member in said first configuration, said
support member is adjustable from said first configuration
to said second configuration so as to cause inversion of
the shape of said false eyelash from the convex shape
to said substantially concave shape.
[0047] According to another aspect, a false eye lash
applicator comprises a clamp configured to be adjustable
between a closed position and a neutral position, wherein
in said closed position said clamp is capable of gripping
a false eyelash being supported in a substantially con-
cave shape by an eyelash holder and is capable of pulling
off said false eyelash in said concave shape from said
eye lash holder; and wherein in said neutral position; said
clamp has released grip of said false eyelash and loosely
carries said concave shaped false eyelash for allowing
said applicator to roll said false eyelash lengthways onto
an eyelid and release said false eyelash from said appli-
cator.
[0048] According to another aspect, there is provided
a false eyelash; wherein said false eyelash is shaped
and made of a material such that the false eyelash is
deformable between a convex shape and a substantially
concave shape and is supportable in said convex shape
on an eyelash holder of claim in the first configuration
and supportable in said concave shape on the eyelash
holder of in the second configuration; the eyelash holder
comprising a support member for supporting a false eye-
lash, the support member being adjustable between a
first configuration and a second configuration, wherein
in the first configuration the false eyelash is supportable
in a convex shape on said member, wherein in the second
configuration the false eyelashes are supportable in a
substantially concave shape on said support member,
and wherein, when said convex shaped false eyelashes
is supported on said member in said first configuration,
said support member is adjustable from said first config-
uration to said second configuration so as to cause in-
version of the shape of said false eyelash from the convex
shape to said substantially concave shape.
[0049] According to yet another aspect, the present
technology is directed to one or more devices or methods
comprising one or more of the structural, functional, or
ornamental features described herein.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0050]

FIG. 1 is a top view of the flexible-invertible false
eyelash holder in the form of a Flex-Band according
to one embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a rear, bottom perspective view of the Flex-
Band of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a top view of the holder of FIG 1. and a false

eyelash being arranged ready for attaching to the
Flex-Band according to one example;
FIGS. 4 & 5 are front and perspective views, respec-
tively, of the false eyelash releaseably adhered to
the Flex-Band according to one embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a false eyelash tray
holding a false eyelash supported on a false eyelash
holder according to one embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of the false eyelash in-
verter-loader device in a retracted position according
to one embodiment;
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of the inverter-loader
device of FIG. 7 shown in a Flex-band receiving po-
sition according to one embodiment;
FIG. 9 is a partial rear, top perspective view the Flex-
Band receiving end of the inverter-loader device and
the Flex-Band of FIG. 8 ready to be inserted into the
inverter-loaders’s puller according to one embodi-
ment;
FIG. 10 is a partial top perspective view of the Flex-
Band receiving end of the inverter-loader device and
the Flex-Band of FIG. 9 inserted therein according
to one embodiment;
FIG. 11 is a partial perspective view indicating the
direction in which a thumb button of the inverter-load-
er and the puller can be pulled back for inverting the
loaded Flex-Band and an artificial false eyelash car-
ried thereon from concave to convex according to
one embodiment;
FIG. 12 is a partial perspective view of the inverter-
loader shown in FIG. 11, showing the loaded Flex-
Band in an example inverted position as a result of
the puller of the inverter-loader being pulled back in
the direction indicated in FIG. 11;
FIG. 13 is a partial top view of the Flex-Band carrying
a false eyelash, loaded in the receiving end of the
inverter-loader, ready to be inverted according to one
embodiment;
FIG. 14 is a partial top view of the receiving end of
the inverter-loader, showing the loaded Flex-Band
and false eyelash carried thereon in an example in-
verted position and ready to be loaded into the eye-
lash applicator according to one embodiment;
FIG. 15 is a top view of a Flex Band holder according
to one embodiment, with a loaded pre-inverted Flex-
Band and false eyelash carried thereon, ready to be
loaded into the eyelash applicator according to one
embodiment;
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of an applicator in an
open position according to one embodiment;
FIG. 17 is a top plan view of the eyelash applicator
of FIG. 16 in a closed position according to one em-
bodiment;
FIG. 18 is an isolated side view of part of the thumb
operated latch of the applicator of FIG. 16 according
to one embodiment;
FIG. 19 is an isolated side view of the top half of the
applicator of FIG. 16;
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FIG. 20 is an isolated side view of the bottom half of
the applicator of FIG. 16;
FIG. 21 is a side view of the applicator of FIG. 16 in
a gripping position;
FIG. 22 is a side view of the applicator in FIG. 16 in
a neutral position;
FIG. 23 is a partial detailed side view of the front of
the applicator of FIG. 21 in neutral release mode;
FIG. 24A is a partial enlarged perspective view of
the hinge sections shown in FIGS. 19 and 20, show-
ing oblong and circular axle holes of the hinge sec-
tions according to one embodiment;
FIG. 24B is a partial enlarged side view showing an
applicator spacer mechanism in more detail accord-
ing to one embodiment;
FIG. 24C is a rear perspective view of top and bottom
applicator halves prior to being hinged together by
a C-shaped hinge according to one embodiment;
FIG. 25 is a top view of the inverted false eyelash
releaseably supported on a Flex Band loaded in the
receiving end of the inverter-loader, and the inverted
false eyelash being partially inserted into the open
eyelash applicator of FIG. 16 according to one em-
bodiment;
FIG. 26 is a top view detail of the false eyelash in-
verted and held by the closed lash applicator as re-
sult of closing the applicator halves shown in FIG.
25 according to one embodiment;
FIG. 27 is a partial top view of the inverted false eye-
lash in the applicator and orientated for applying to
an eyelid according to one embodiment;
FIG. 28 shows the applicator applying the false eye-
lash onto the eyelid according to one embodiment;
FIG. 29 shows the applicator of FIG. 27 continuing
the application process as it rolls the inverted false
eyelash onto and laterally across the eyelid; and
FIG. 30 shows the false eyelash application com-
pleted; and
FIGS. 31 and 32 show the portable holder of FIG.
15 being used to maneuver the eyelash holder, and
the inverted false eyelash carried thereon, into the
applicator according to one embodiment.
FIGS. 33 is a perspective view of an eyelash holder
inverter device according to another embodiment;
FIG. 34 is an exploded view of the device of FIG. 33;
FIG. 35 is a longitudinal sectional view taken along
the central longitudinal axis B of the device indicated
in FIG. 33;
FIGS. 36 is a top plan view of the eyelash holder
inverter device of FIG. 33 unloaded and retracted;
FIGS. 37 is a top plan view of the eyelash holder
inverter device of FIG. 36 loaded with an naturally
inverted eyelash holder according to one embodi-
ment;
FIG. 38 is a top plan view of the loaded eyelash hold-
er inverter device in an extended configuration in
which the eyelash holder has been changed from
the second configuration (inverted or near flat) to the

first configuration (convex) according to one embod-
iment;
FIG. 39 a top plan view of the device as shown in
FIG. 38 and indicating application of the crescent
shaped false eyelash to the eyelash holder held in
the first configuration by the device;
FIG. 40 is a top plan view of the loaded eyelash hold-
er inverter device in a retracted configuration in
which the eyelash holder has been changed back to
the second configuration as a result of the inverter
device retracting;
FIG. 41 is a top plan view of a eyelash holder inverter
device according an alternative embodiment;
FIG. 42 is a top plan view of the false eyelash holder,
and false eyelash thereon in the default second con-
figuration, according to one embodiment;
FIGS. 43 is a perspective view of the inverted eye-
lash holder, and inverted false eyelash carried ther-
eon, held in a tray holder locatable in a box according
to one embodiment;
FIG. 44 is a perspective view of an applicator in an
open configuration according to another embodi-
ment;
FIG. 45 is a perspective view of the applicator of FIG.
44 in a partially closed configuration and a clip for
fastening the clamping members together according
to one embodiment;
FIG. 46 is a perspective view of the applicator and
the clip holding the clamping members together in a
closed configuration according to one embodiment;
FIG. 47 is a perspective view of the applicator in a
neutral configuration and the clip removed according
to one embodiment;
FIG. 48 illustrates a side view of a applicator accord-
ing to yet another embodiment;
FIG. 49 illustrates a longitudinal sectional view of an
applicator according to yet another embodiment;
FIG. 50 illustrates a longitudinal sectional view of an
applicator according to yet another embodiment;
FIG. 51 illustrates a side view of an applicator ac-
cording to yet another embodiment;
FIG. 52 illustrates a side view of an applicator ac-
cording to yet another embodiment;
FIG. 53 illustrates a perspective view of an applicator
according to yet another embodiment;
FIGS. 54A to 54D illustrate views of the applicator
of FIG. 53 being using used to apply an inverted false
eyelash loaded thereon to the eyelid of a person ac-
cording to an embodiment;
FIGS. 55 illustrates a perspective view of an appli-
cator having a shim clamp biasing the applicator in
a neutral/open configuration according to another
embodiment;
FIGS. 56 illustrates a perspective view of the appli-
cator of FIG. 55 but with the shim clamp biasing the
applicator in a closed configuration according to an-
other embodiment;
FIG. 57 is a sectional view (section "C-C") taken
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along an off center axis and in the direction of the
arrows for the cutting plane "C-C" shown in FIG. 55;
FIG. 58 is a sectional view (section "D-D) taken along
the central longitudinal axis of the applicator and in
the direction of the arrows for the cutting plane "D-
D" shown in FIG. 55;
FIG. 59 is a sectional view (section "E-E") taken
across the applicator in the direction of the arrows
for the cutting plane "E-E" shown in FIG. 55;
FIG. 60 is a perspective view of an applicator having
a inverted false eyelash adhered thereto according
to yet another embodiment;
FIG. 61 is a top plan view of the applicator and false
eyelash shown in FIG. 60;
FIG. 62 is a perspective view of the applicator of FIG.
59 without the false eyelash applied thereto;
FIG. 63 is a perspective view of an inverterloader
device according to another embodiment; and
FIG. 64 is a perspective view of the inveter-loader
device of FIG. 63 docked with the applicator of FIG.
21 according to an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0051] In the following description, for purposes of ex-
planation and not limitation, specific details are set forth,
such as particular embodiments, procedures, tech-
niques, etc. in order to provide a thorough understanding
of the present invention. However, it will be apparent to
one skilled in the art that the present invention may be
practiced in other embodiments that depart from these
specific details.
[0052] Certain terminology is used in the following de-
scription for convenience only and is not limiting. The
words "right," "left," "top," and "bottom" designate direc-
tions in the drawings to which reference is made. The
words "a" and "one," as used in the claims and in the
corresponding portions of the specification, are defined
as including one or more of the referenced item unless
specifically stated otherwise. This terminology includes
the words above specifically mentioned, derivatives
thereof, and words of similar import. The phrase "at least
one" followed by a list of two or more items, such as "A,
B, or C," means any individual one of A, B or C as well
as any combination thereof.
[0053] For the purpose of illustrating the invention,
there are shown in the drawings embodiments, which are
presently preferred. It is understood, however, that the
invention is not limited to the precise arrangements and
instrumentalities shown.
[0054] Reference will now be made to the drawings in
which the various elements of embodiments will be given
numerical designations and in which embodiments will
be discussed so as to enable one skilled in the art to
make and use the invention. Specific reference to com-
ponents, process steps, and other elements are not in-
tended to be limiting. Further, it is understood that like

parts bear the same reference numerals, when referring
to alternate figures. It will be further noted that the figures
are schematic and provided for guidance to the skilled
reader and are not necessarily drawn to scale. Rather,
the various drawing scales, aspect ratios, and numbers
of components shown in the figures may be purposely
distorted to make certain features or relationships easier
to understand.
[0055] The term "false eyelash" or "false eyelashes"
refers herein to any false lashes arranged in strip or on
a band (also referred hereinto as base) and designed to
be worn. The false eyelashes can be made from any
material suitable for forming the false eyelashes and that
allows the false eyelashes to be inverted and applied to
an eyelid as described below. By way of example, the
false eyelashes can be made with human hair, animal
hair, fur, synthetic/artificial materials or any combination
thereof. In some examples, the lashes can be temporary
lashes designed to be worn for a short period.
[0056] A false eyelash holder for loading a false eye-
lash into an applicator according to one or more embod-
iments will now be described with reference to the ac-
companying drawings. FIG. 1 is a top view of the false
eyelash holder according to one embodiment. FIG. 2 is
a rear, bottom perspective view of the holder of FIG. 1.
False eyelash holder 10 has a support member 14 for
supporting a false eyelash.
[0057] FIG. 3 is a top view of false eyelash holder 10
and a false eyelash 50 being arranged ready for attaching
to holder 10 according to one example. Attaching of the
false eye lash 50 to eyelash holder 10 may be for example
performed by the false eyelash manufacturer and/or by
people who want to reuse their used false eyelashes.
FIGS. 4 and 5 are front and perspective views, respec-
tively, of eyelash holder 10 with false eye lash 50 attached
thereto.
[0058] As best shown in FIGS. 3 to 5, false eyelash 50
has a base 51 and false lashes 52, which extend out-
wardly away from the base. False eyelash base 51 has
an inner side 53 for adhering to an eyelid and outer side
54 from which false lashes 52 extend away from base
51. In some embodiments, false eyelash 50 is a conven-
tional type crescent shaped false eyelash, which in iso-
lation, generally assumes or defaults to a convex shape
in which base outer side 54 and base inner side 53 are
generally convex and concave shaped, respectively.
Convex or convex shaped is used herein to mean has
an outline or surface that is curved outwards, like the
exterior of the eye. Concave or concave shaped is used
herein to mean the opposite of convex, that is, has an
outline or surface that is curved inwards.
[0059] In alternative embodiments, the false eyelash,
can, in isolation, assume other default shapes.
[0060] As will be explained in more detail below, eye-
lash holder support member 14 is configured to be ad-
justable between a first configuration and a second con-
figuration.
[0061] In the first configuration of support member 14,
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false eyelash 50 is supportable in a convex shape on
support member 14. By way of example, false eyelash
50 of FIG. 3 ,which is supported on the support member
in the first configuration, is shown in FIGS. 4 & 5 according
to one embodiment. In the first configuration, support
member 14 has a substantially convex shaped outer side
15 which serves as a false eyelash attachment surface.
False eyelash 50 is releaseably supported on support
member outer side 15 and orientated such that base inner
side 53 faces and is attached to support outer side 15
and base outer side 54 faces outwardly away from the
support outer side 15. In this manner, false eyelash base
outer side 54 and base inner side 53 are supported in a
substantially convex shape and concave shape, respec-
tively, on and in nested relation, with support member
outer side 15. False eyelash 50 may be releaseably ad-
hered to support member 14 by a suitable adhesive
medium , such as glue or other adhesive layer 21, applied
to support member outer side 15 and/or base inner side
53 (see FIG. 3). In alternative embodiments, attachment
means other than adhesive medium may be adopted. In
other embodiments, the attachment means for attaching
the false eyelash to the support member may be clips,
latches, magnet material placed on both the eyelash
base and support member, or any other suitable retaining
means capable of releaseably retaining the false eyelash
in the required configurations on the support member.
[0062] In the second configuration of support member
14, false eyelash 50 is supportable in a substantially con-
cave shape on support member 14. By way of example,
false eyelash 50 supported on support member 14 in the
second configuration is shown in FIG. 14 according to
one embodiment. In the second configuration, support
member outer side 15 is substantially concave shaped .
False eyelash 50 is releaseably supported on support
member outer side 15 and orientated such that base inner
side 53 faces support outer side 15 and base outer side
54 faces outwardly away from the support outer side 15.
In this manner, the false eyelash base outer side 54 and
base inner side 53 are supported in a substantially con-
cave shape and convex shape, respectively, on and in
nested relation, with support member outer side 15.
[0063] In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1-5, support
member 14 is made from a flexible strip or band of ma-
terial that has sufficient elasticity to allow the shape of
the support member to be invertible lengthwise from the
substantially convex shape in the first configuration to
the substantially concave shape in the second configu-
ration. Support member 14 made from such a flexible
strip or band is also referred to herein as a "Flex-Band".
In one embodiment, the flexible strip or band of material
may be a rubber strip. In other embodiments, the flexible
strip or band may be any other suitable flexible material,
such as for example but not limited to plastic, metal, nat-
ural and/or synthetic, that is capable of flexing and in-
verting in the manner described herein with reference to
the embodiments.
[0064] Furthermore, in other embodiments, the sup-

port member 14 need not take the form of a strip or band
but may be any shaped flexible body of material with
outer side 15. All that is required is that the flexible body
has the necessary material properties to maintain outer
side 15 in the substantially convex shape in the first con-
figuration and allow the outer side 15 to deform to the
substantially concave shape in the second configuration.
[0065] In yet other embodiments, the support member
may take yet other forms. For example, the support mem-
ber may be a structure or mechanism that is capable of
changing between a convex and concave shape along
the length thereof without necessarily being made of a
flexible or elastic material. In yet other embodiments,
rather than being made from a continuous solid material
as shown in the accompanying figures, the support mem-
ber may be a non-continuous structure, such as a
webbed or frame structure, having the same overall
shape of support member 14 or having the overall shape
of support member outer side 15 when the support mem-
ber is in the first and second configurations and being
adjustable therebetween. In some embodiments, the
support member is made from a structure of more rigid
components that are movable relative to each other to
change the support member between the convex shape
and concave shape
[0066] When convex shaped false eyelash 50 is sup-
ported on support member 14 in the first configuration,
support member 14 is adjustable from the first configu-
ration to the second configuration so as to cause inver-
sion of the shape of false eyelash 50 from the convex
shape to the substantially concave shape. As will become
more apparent below, the radius of curvature of the base
of the false eyelash in the second configuration is a radius
that generally corresponds to a radius of curvature of the
outer side of an Applicator according to an aspect of the
present technology (see for example Applicator 200) . In
some embodiments, any radius of curvature that allows
the false eyelash, loaded in the Applicator, to be rollable
by the Applicator lengthwise laterally over the eyelid and
off the Applicator is envisaged.
[0067] In some embodiments, the shape of the false
eyelash may not need to be fully inverted to a concave
shape in the second configuration but may still allow the
false eyelash, when applied in the second configuration,
to be rollable by the Applicator onto the eyelid. In other
embodiments, in the second configuration of support
member 14, false eyelash 50 is supportable in a substan-
tially straight or flat shape rather than concave shape on
support member 14. Adjusting support member 14 from
the first configuration to the second configuration causes
only partial inversion of the shape of false eyelash 50,
which changes from convex to substantially straight rath-
er than causing full inversion of false eyelash 50. In yet
further embodiments, in the second configuration, the
false eyelash 50 remains supported in a convex shape
but has a radius of curvature that is very, very large com-
pared to the radius of curvature of the eyelid.
[0068] As will be explained in more detail below, ad-
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justing support member 14 from the first to the second
configuration to cause the aforementioned changes in
shape of the false eyelash 50, allows false eyelash 50 to
then be easily loaded into an applicator in the shape re-
quired for rolling false eyelash 50 onto an eyelid.
[0069] Another aspect of the present technology will
now be described. In one approach, support member 14
is adjustable from the first configuration to the second
configuration with the aid of a support member inverter
device. An inverter device according to one aspect will
now be described with reference to the accompany draw-
ings of FIGS. 7-14.
[0070] FIG. 7 is a perspective view of false eyelash
inverter device 100 in a retracted position according to
one embodiment. FIG. 8 is a perspective view of inverter
device 100 shown in a Flex-band receiving position ac-
cording to one embodiment. Inverted device 100 has a
receiving member 105 configured to receive false eye-
lash holder 10. Inverted device 100 includes an inverter
mechanism configured to mechanically adjust the flex-
band from the first configuration to the second configu-
ration, and, if need be, hold the flex-band in the second
configuration for loading the false eyelash into a false
eyelash applicator.
[0071] In one embodiment, inverter mechanism is a
puller system formed by a handle housing 107 and false
eyelash holder receiving member 105, which is slidably
mounted in the housing 107. Handle housing 107 is gen-
erally a sheath like casing or structure having an open-
ended interior cavity 109 extending longitudinally from
handle end 102 into the handle. Cavity 109 has a gen-
erally rectangular cross-section. Receiving member 105
is slidably mounted in cavity 109 at handle end 102 such
that receiving member 105 is slidable in the cavity be-
tween an extended position, in which the distal end of
the receiving member 105 protrudes out from the handle
end, and a retracted position in which receiving member
105 is retracted or pulled along a longitudinal axis A of
the housing into handle end 102 and the receiving mem-
ber distal end is located within handle end 102 (see FIGS.
7& 8). Receiving member 105 is a substantially planar
slider member dimensioned to be slidable longitudinally
in the housing cavity in response to actuation of thumb
button 108.
[0072] In some embodiments, a slidable button pro-
trudes from the handle housing and provides a thumb or
finger contact surface portion for actuation on the exterior
of the handle housing. The button is coupled to receiving
member 105 such that sliding movement of the button
causes sliding movement of the receiving member be-
tween the extended and retracted positions. Any actuator
mechanism that is manually or automatically operable to
cause movement of the receiving member between the
extended and retracted positions is envisaged.
[0073] Receiving member 105 is configured to secure-
ly retain false eyelash holder 10 , on receiving member
105 in a position in which the flex band is in the first
configuration and is upright or perpendicular relative to

the plane in which member 105 is slidable (see FIGS. 9
&10). When false eyelash holder 10 is so retained, re-
tracting receiving member 105 into handle cavity 109
causes opposite ends of the Flex-Band to abut the handle
housing end and adjust the flex band from the first con-
figuration to the second configuration.
[0074] Receiving member 105 is adapted and ar-
ranged to cooperate with the type of support member 14
used. In the embodiment of FIGS 7-9, receiving member
105 has a substantially convex shaped outer end side
106 for initially supporting, in nested relation, the flex
band in the substantially convex shape. Receiving mem-
ber 105 and eyelash holder 10 are designed to cooperate
and engage with one another such that, when the Flex-
Band is retained in the first configuration on receiving
member 105, a generally central segment of the flex band
is retained in a fixed position on member 105 whereas
the rest of the flex band is free to flex and bend. In one
embodiment, this is achieved by including on holder 10
alignment post 11 which is integrated or mounted gen-
erally centrally on inner side 16, opposite outer side15,
of the Flex Band as shown in FIGS. 7-9. As best shown
in FIG. 9, post 11 extends from top to bottom along the
band inner side 16 with a longitudinal edge of the post
fixed to inner side 16.
[0075] Receiving member 105 includes a locating hole
101 extending perpendicular to the handle longitudinal
axis for receiving alignment post 11 therein to retain hold-
er 10 upright on receiving member 105. Locating hole
101 is formed contiguous with the perimeter edge of re-
ceiving menber outer end side 106 so as to provide an
access gap or opening into locating hole from the exterior.
The gap permits the the flex band to overlap outer end
side 106 when the flex band is being retained on receiving
member 105 by alignment post 11 inserted in locating
hole 101. In the embodiment shown in the figures, post
11 has a head 17, having larger cross section than post
body 12, for seating on an upper surface of receiving
member 105 when post body 12 is disposed in the locat-
ing hole 101. Post 11 together with locating hole 101
serve to retain and self align the flex band in the correct
orientation and height on receiving member 105 with the
support member 14 overhanging outer end side 106. By
way of example, FIG. 10 is a top perspective view of
inverter device 100 showing the Flex-Band inserted
therein according one embodiment.
[0076] In the figures, post head 17 has a generally tri-
angular cross-section with convex sides and post body
12 is of generally circular cross section, however, other
shaped cross-sections are envisaged. Furthermore, in
other embodiments, post 11 need not have a larger post
head, and may simply be a post that holds the flex band
at the correct height on receiving member 105 by means
of a frictional fit. The cylindrical end pieces on the Flex-
Band are spacers 13 that are explained in more detail
below.
[0077] FIG. 11 is a perspective view of inverter 100 in
the extended position preparatory to thumb actuation and
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indicating the direction in which thumb button 108 and
receiving member 105 is being pulled back for inverting
the loaded Flex-Band, and any false eyelash carried ther-
eon, from convex to concave. FIG. 12 is a perspective
view of inverter 100, showing the loaded Flex-Band in an
exemplary inverted position as a result of receiving mem-
ber 105 being pulled back in the direction indicated in
FIG. 11.
[0078] As illustrated by FIGS. 10- 12, when false eye-
lash holder 10 is so retained in the first configuration by
the receiving member 105 in the extended position, re-
tracting receiving member 105 into cavity 109 causes the
substantially concave shaped flex band to be pulled to-
wards housing end 102 and opposing distal ends 13 of
the flex band to abut end 102. As the flex band is free to
flex (except for the central segment attached to the post
edge and opposing distal ends 13), further retracting of
receiving member 105 causes inversion of the shape of
the flex band from the substantially convex shape to a
substantially concave shape to thereby adjust the flex
band to the second configuration. Alignment post head
12 is received in handle housing end open notch 110 to
allow receiving member 105 to retract sufficiently to
cause the inversion.
[0079] In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 7&8, handle
housing 107 is substantially planar, receiving member
105 is a substantially planar slider, and cavity 109 is in
the form of an open ended longitudinal slot. However, in
other embodiments, handle housing 107, receiving mem-
ber 105 and cavity 109 may be of other shapes and ar-
rangements that enable the receiver member and invert-
er mechanism to perform the desired function.
[0080] Furthermore, in other embodiments, the handle
housing, receiving member and cavity need not be ar-
ranged to enable single handed operation of the inverter.
Two handed operation is envisaged in other embodi-
ments. In yet further embodiments, the inverter device is
automated. For example, electronic, magnet, and/or hy-
draulic actuators may be incorporated in the inverter de-
vice in place of, or in addition to, the thumb actuated
button, for moving the receiving member between the
extended and retracted positions. The automated actu-
ator may be controlled manually or by means of computer
or electronic controller.
[0081] In yet other embodiments, rather than adopting
a puller system, the inverter device is formed as a pusher
system. For example, in one embodiment a push version
of the inverter device may be adopted that is configured
to push the Flex Band to invert the Flex-Band. Any means
capable of inverting, partially inverting, or changing the
shape of the Flex-Band as described herein with refer-
ence to embodiments is envisaged.
[0082] In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 7 to 14 of
the drawings, inverter device 100 is configured to adjust
support member 14, which is a flex band, so as to cause
inversion of the band and any eyelash mounted thereon.
However, it will be understood that in other embodiments,
inverter device may be configured to adjust the flex-band

to cause only partial inversion or change the shape as
described herein with reference to other embodiments.
It is also envisaged that in other embodiments, inverter
device is configured to adjust other types of support mem-
bers of embodiments described herein.
[0083] The inverter device and false eyelash holder of
the embodiments make inverting false eyelashes effort-
less. A user simply reliably adheres a regular crescent
shaped false eyelash 50 to the flex band in the first con-
figuration as shown in FIG. 13, loads the flex band into
inverter device 100, and then operates the inverter device
to pull the flex-band on itself into the second configuration
and cause false eyelash 50 mounted thereon to change
from convex to concave shape. FIG. 14 is a top view of
the inverter 100, showing the Flex-Band in the second
configuration with false eyelash 50 in an example invert-
ed position and ready to be loaded into an eyelash ap-
plicator according to one example.
[0084] In one embodiment, false eyelash 50 is pre-sup-
ported on the flex band in the first configuration so that
an end user only need load the eyelash holder into in-
verter device and actuate the inverter to invert false eye-
lash 50. To this end, eyelash holders 10 having false
eyelashes 50 releaseably adhered thereon can be pro-
vided in a tray or other holder ready for inversion. By way
of example, FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a retail holder
tray holding false eyelash holder 10 in a first configuration
with false eyelash 50 releaseably adhered to the Flex-
band, and an associated retail box 61 in which the holder
tray 62 is inserted according to one embodiment.
[0085] In one aspect, the flex-band or other support
member of the eyelash holder of the embodiments de-
scribed herein is manufactured from a material that has
a "memory" property, such as Polypropylene, causing
the flex-band to naturally revert to a default configuration
when released from being held in the first or second con-
figuration. In some embodiments, the flex-band default
configuration is the first configuration in which the flex-
band is in the concave or half moon like shape, and to
which the flex-band naturally reverts when released from
the second configuration. Removing the flex band from
the inverter device, results in the flex band naturally re-
verting or snapping back into its first configuration. In
such cases, the inverter-loader device can be employed
to maintain the flex band in the inverted configuration
whilst loading the eyelash into the applicator.
[0086] However, in other embodiments, the flex band
need not be made of such memory type plastic or other
material and may revert to different shape or remain in
the second configuration after it is released from the in-
verter-loader device.
[0087] According to one aspect, a portable holder is
provided to hold the flex-band or other support member
in the second configuration and the eyelash thereon. One
such holder according to an embodiment is shown in FIG.
15. Portable holder 1000 has an end similar to inverter
handle housing end 102 but does not include any inverter
mechanism as such. Holder 1000 serves as a handle to
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allow the user to grip the flex-band in the second config-
uration for loading eyelash 50 into an applicator.
[0088] In some embodiments, the flex band is manu-
factured so that it has a default configuration which is the
second configuration in which the flex-band takes the
inverted or substantially straight shape. Manufacturing
the flex-band so that the flex band naturally maintains
the inverted or near flat shape is beneficial for applica-
tions where the flex band is to be delivered pre-inverted
to the end user as it ensures that the flex band remains
pre-inverted for use. This is appropriate for example in
disposable applications and other one-time use applica-
tions. As will become more apparently below, a flex-band
that naturally defaults to the inverted shape is also ad-
vantageous in that an inverted false eyelash carried ther-
eon can be easily loaded in the applicator without the
end user having to first use an inverter device to invert
the flex-band and maintain the flex-band in the inverted
configuration.
[0089] As mentioned above, in some embodiments the
flex-band may be pre-inverted by the manufacturer or
other user. In such embodiments, the flex-band or other
support member carrying the false eyelash thereon is
adjusted to the second configuration (inverted or straight)
using suitable inverter device that is the same or similar
to inverter device 100 and that is operated automatically
or manually. The pre-inverted eyelash holder and false
eyelash is then removed from the inverter device for stor-
age and later use by the same user, or delivery to an end
user.
[0090] Reference will now be made to an applicator for
applying a false eyelash to an eyelid according to one
aspect. A false eyelash applicator has a false eyelash
support, for releaseably supporting a false eyelash in an
inverted or near flat shape to be applied to an eyelid; and
a handle portion for manipulating said false eyelash sup-
port to apply said false eyelash. As will be made apparent
with reference to the following embodiments, the appli-
cator false eyelash support and/or handle portion can
take various forms.
[0091] As will be explained in more detail below, the
support is configured to rollably support the inverted or
near flat false eyelash in a lengthwise roll on configuration
for rolling, by manipulation of the handle portion, the false
eyelash lengthwise laterally over an eyelid and off the
support. In some embodiments, the applicator false eye-
lash support has an outer side shaped for rollably sup-
porting the false eyelash in a substantially inverted shape
(concave shape), the inner side of a base of the false
eyelash being arrangeable in a substantially convex
shape on or beyond the exterior of the applicator outer
side . In other embodiments, the applicator false eyelash
support has an outer side shaped side for rollably sup-
porting the false eyelash in a substantially straight or flat
shape, the inner side of the base of the false eyelash
being arrangeable in a substantially straight shape on or
beyond the exterior of the applicator outer side. In yet
other embodiments, the applicator false eyelash support

has an outer side shaped for rollably supporting an inner
side of a base of the false eyelash in convex shape that
has radius of curvature that is much much larger than
the radius of curvature of the eye.
[0092] Turning in more detail to an Applicator 200 of
FIG. 17 according to one embodiment, as a general out-
line, Applicator 200 has a support portion 201 for sup-
porting inverted or near flat false eyelash, such as but
not limited to for example the inverted false eyelash 50
described hereinbefore. Applicator 200 also has a handle
portion 205 for manipulating the support portion 201. In
the embodiment depicted in FIGS. 16-32, the support
portion is a clamp having a first clamp member 202 and
a second clamp member 203. Clamp members 202, 203
are operably coupled together and configured to be ad-
justable between an open configuration (see FIG. 16), a
substantially closed configuration (see FIG. 21) and a
neutral configuration (see FIG. 22). In the closed config-
uration, the clamp members 202, 203 are able to tightly
grip false lashes 52 extending away from outer side 54
of false eyelash base 51 such that base 51 is held outside
clamping members 202, 203 and contiguous therewith,
as best shown in FIG. 27. In the neutral configuration,
clamp members 202, 203 are able to loosely grip false
lashes 52 whilst allowing false eyelash 50 to be releas-
able without substantial restriction to allow false eyelash
to be rolled off the clamp, as will be explained in more
detail below.
[0093] FIG. 16 is a perspective view of the applicator
200 in an open position according to one embodiment.
This position allows an inverted false eyelash 50 to be
loaded into applicator 200. FIG. 17 is a top plan view of
eyelash applicator 200 in a closed position according to
one embodiment. In both the substantially closed config-
uration and neutral configuration, clamp members 202,
203 together form lengthwise substantially convex
shaped applicator outer sides 204 . Camp members 202,
203 are generally rectangular planar like shells having
complimentary lengthwise convexly shaped outer sides
206 and 207, respectively (see FIG. 16) Each pair of as-
sociated clamp member sides 206,207 form an applicator
outer side 204 in the closed or neutral configuration. The
radius of lengthwise curvature of the clamping member
outer sides 206, 207 and lengthwise curvature of the in-
verted false eyelash are similar. This allows the inverted
false eyelash to be arranged in the applicator in a position
in which the inverted eyelash band is located on or be-
yond the exterior of the applicator side 204 and curves
lengthwise along the applicator side 204, as for example
shown in FIGS. 25 -27. In other embodiments, the clamp-
ing members may be of other shapes and/or have more
or less convex sides 206, 207 than members 202, 203,
which serve the same purpose of gripping and nesting
with false eyelash 50. For example, in one embodiment,
clamp members 202, 203 each have a single convex
shaped outer side 206,207 that together form a single
convexly curved outer side 204.
[0094] As shown in FIG. 16, clamp members 202,203
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are arranged with their internal faces opposing one an-
other and pivotally interconnected by means of a hinge
213 placed between the opposing internal faces and
proximate a common periphery of the clamp members.
Hinge 213 is an expandable hinge. In other embodi-
ments, hinge 213 is unexpandable.
[0095] FIGS. 18-20, collectively represent an exploded
view of applicator 200. FIG. 18 is an isolated side view
of part of a thumb-operated latch 210 according to one
embodiment for use in opening the applicator of FIG. 16.
FIG. 19 is an isolated side view of the top half of the
applicator 200. FIG. 20 is an isolated side view of the
bottom half of the applicator 200. The front end opposite
of the hinge may include a female half 250 of a docking
system . The dock may be indents, bumps, magnets or
any method to align the applicator to the inverter 100, to
make simpler the mating of the two parts or the device
may have no docking system at all.
[0096] FIGS. 63 and 64 illustrate perspective views of
an inveter-loader device 5100 and applicator 5200 using
such a docketing system according to one embodiment.
Applicator 5200 is similar to applicator 200. Inverter de-
vice 5100 is similar to inverter device 100 but has a male
half 5150 of the docking system. Male half 5150 is located
at the handle end supporting the flex band and is config-
ured to plug into, or dock with, female half 5250 of the
applicator. These docketing guides assist in aligning the
applicator with the inveter-loader device to assist with
correct loading and positioning of inverted false eyelash
in the applicator. Both male half 5150 and female half
5250 have generally rectangular cross-sections. Male
half 5150 extends from the inveterate device bottom
housing. Male and female halves 5150 and 5250 may be
other shapes that achieve docketing and alignment. In
one embodiment, the male and female halves of the
docking system can be magnetic.
[0097] FIG. 21 is a side view of applicator 200 in closed
configuration with claim members 202, 203 in a gripping
position according to one example.
[0098] FIG. 22 is a side view of applicator 200 in a
neutral position according to one example. FIG. 23 is a
detail side view of FIG. 22, of applicator 200 in neutral
release mode. In a neutral position the two halves or
clamp members 202, 203 are slightly ajar in a parallel
manner to enable applicator 200 to gently hold false eye-
lash 50 in place, while allowing the false eylelash 50 to
be released onto the eyelid as it is applied. Glue or other
adhesive medium, pre-applied to the eyelid and/or false
eyelash, holds the false eyelash onto the eyelid.
[0099] In one embodiment, the applicator has a spacer
mechanism which is operable to cause first and second
clamp members 202, 203 to space apart from the sub-
stantially closed configuration to the neutral configuration
by a predetermined distance 211 to form a gap 212 ther-
ebetween (FIG. 23). In one example, the spacer mech-
anism comprises an expandable hinge 213 and latch
mechanism 210,218 which are operable to linearly space
apart first and second members 202, 203 from one an-

other to form gap 212. Referring in more detail to example
embodiments of hinge 213, FIG. 24A is a partial perspec-
tive view of the hinge shown in FIGS. 19 and 20, showing
oblong and circular axle holes 214, 215 . Oblong hole
214 extends laterally through middle hinge section 216
of top clamping member 203. Circular axle receiving hole
215 extends laterally in hinge section 217 of bottom
clamping member 202. Middle hinge section 216 is re-
ceived in a corresponding gap formed in hinge section
217 of the bottom clamping member 202. Oblong and
circular holes 214 and 217 align to receive the hinge axle.
The oblong hinge axle hole allows the the top member
hinge section 216 to slide perpendicularly on the axle
towards and away from the bottom clamp. Oblong hinge
hole 214 together with the latch allows the top clamp
member 203 (top half of the applicator) to travel up and
down perpendicularly whilst remaining parallel with bot-
tom clamp 202, allowing the clamp to both grip and then
release. The tension is upward, thus making top and bot-
tom clamp parallel.
[0100] In other embodiments, the oblong hinge axle
hole need not be an entirely closed hole and is for exam-
ple formed by one or more elongated C-shape hinge sec-
tions that snap into an axle that is already preformed in
the bottom clamp hinge section. FIG. 24C shows such
an exemplary hinge having a C-shaped section in the top
clamping member according to one embodiment.
[0101] In other embodiments, the spacer mechanism
may be different from that described above. For example,
FIG.24B, illustrates a partial side view of an applicator
similar to applicator 200 but having a spacer mechanism
224 according to another embodiment. Spacer mecha-
nism 230 includes spring 219 having one end 220 at-
tached to the underside of top clamp member 203 and
other end 220 attached to the underside of bottom clamp
member 202. Spring 219 has a dimension and coil con-
figuration that is selected so that manually squeezing of
the clamp members together in the closed configuration
compresses the spring whereas manually releasing the
members from the closed configuration causes the spring
to urge apart the clamp members into the neutral config-
uration.
[0102] Spacer mechanism 224 is configured to orien-
tate the clamp members in parallel in the neutral config-
uration. Spacer mechanism 224 has a pin or axle receiv-
ing slot 222 extending downwardly and substantially per-
pendicular from underside of top clamp member 203. Pin
or axle 223 is fixed in a lateral orientation on the underside
of bottom clamp member 202. Pin or axle 223 is slidably
retained in slot 222 and the longitudinal axis of pin or axle
223 extends laterally with respect to slot 222. Pin/axle
223 and slot 222 are slidable with respect to one another
in a plane substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal
plane of the members.
[0103] Latch mechanism 225 comprises a pair of re-
leaseably engageable latches having arms 226 and 227,
one arm 226 extending downwardly from underside of
203 and the other extending upwardly from member 202.
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Arms 226 and 227 include latching protrusions 228 and
227 at distal ends of the arms which are shaped to co-
operate with one another so that the latches are release-
ably engage able with one another. In an engaged con-
figuration, the latches allow members 203, 204 to slide
linearly up and down between neutral and closed config-
urations but prevent the members from opening apart
further than the neutral configuration whereas in the dis-
engaged configuration, the latches allow the members
to swing apart into the open configuration.
[0104] When the spring pushes apart clamp members
202,203 from the closed to the neutral configuration rel-
ative movement between the clamps is constrained by
the the pin/axle and slot and latch to linear movement in
the perpendicular plane causing the first and second
members to space apart and stop in parallel in the neutral
configuration. The members are stopped in the neutral
configuration by the pin or axle abutting the end of slot
223 and/or the latch members. Slot 222 and pin/axle 223
can be provided by way of an expandable hinge, for ex-
ample, as explained above, or may be a mechanism sep-
arate from any hinge. As shown in FIG. 24B, spring 219
is disposed between the latch mechanism and the slot.
However, in other arrangements are envisaged for ex-
ample in which the latch mechanism is disposed between
the spring and the slot. In some embodiments, the latch
mechanism can be omitted. In another example, the
spring is omitted. In yet other embodiment, other types
of spacer mechanisms may be used such as for example
as provided by a shim clamp device integrated in the
clamping members as will be described in more detail
below.
[0105] In other embodiments, the aforementioned
hinge sections, latch mechanisms, and/or spacer can be
interchanged on the clamping members to achieve sim-
ilar results.
[0106] In other embodiments, one or both clamp mem-
bers may be of other shapes. which provide an clamping
member outer side 206,207 which is convexly curved
across the length for nesting with the inverted eyelash
band of the inverted false eyelash that is being gripped
by the clamping members. In some embodiments, the
bottom clamp is thicker than the top clamp, to help push
the persons natural lashes out of the way, so the glue,
or other adhesive, doesn’t accidentally touch the natural
lashes. However, in other embodiments either clamping
member can be any thickness to function as an applica-
tor. Furthermore, both top and bottom clamps can be
matching or different shapes that provide the necessary
applicator o function.
[0107] A method of operation of false eyelash applica-
tor 200 according to one embodiment will now be de-
scribed. Initially, applicator 200 is in an open configura-
tion, as shown in FIG. 16. An inverted false eyelash 50
is loaded into applicator 200 in an inverted configuration
(see for example FIG. 25). Clamp members 202, 203 are
moved into the closed configuration to grip false lashes
52 of the loaded inverted false eyelash (see for example

FIG. 27). Eyelash base 51 remains disposed outside the
clamp in nested relation with the exterior surface of outer
side 204 formed by clamp members 202,203 closing to-
gether. False eyelash base inner side 53 faces away from
the clamp and has a substantially convex shape. Adhe-
sive 20 is applied to inner side 53 (unless it has been
pre-applied). By manipulation of the applicator latch 210,
clamp members are brought into the neutral configura-
tion. Inverted false eyelash 50 is now in a lengthwise roll
on configuration in which eyelash base 50 is rollable
lengthwise onto and laterally across the skin of an eyelid
500 and off the clamp, by manual manipulation of the
applicator handle, as shown in FIGS. 27-30. FIG. 27 is
a top view of false eyelash 50 in applicator 200 and now
ready to be applied to eyelid 500. FIG. 28 shows appli-
cator 200 applying the leading end of the false eyelash
50 band 51 onto eyelid 500. FIG. 29 shows applicator
200 continuing the false eyelash application process as
it is rolls false eyelash 50 onto eyelid 500 and off the
clamp. FIG. 30 shows the false eyelash application com-
pleted.
[0108] In other embodiments of applicator 200, first
and second clamp members 202, 203 are shaped and
arranged to support inner side 53 of eyelash base 51
being held outside of clamping member 202, 203 in a
shape other than substantially convex. Eyelash base 51
may be supported in any configuration that allows sup-
ported inverted false eyelash 50 to be rollable lengthwise
onto and laterally across the skin of eyelid 500 and off
the clamp when applicator 200 is in the neutral configu-
ration. By way of example, in one embodiment, first and
second clamp members 202, 203 have outer sides 204
that are substantially straight lengthwise and arranged
to hold the false eyelash in a substantially straight shape
with eyelash band 51 disposed in a substantially flat con-
figuration outside of clamping members 202,203.
[0109] Furthermore, in other embodiments, applicator
200 comprises a single support member rather than a
clamp. The support member has a substantially convex
outer side and supports, in nested relation, inverted false
eyelash 50 in the same manner as outer side 204 of ap-
plicator 200. Inverted false eyelash can be releaseably
mounted in a concave shape on the support member
outer side using a suitable adhesive and with base inner
side 53 facing away from the support outer side. The
adhesive is chosen and applied in a manner so that the
length of the eyelash 50 can still be easily rolled onto and
laterally across skin of eyelid 500 and off the support
member.
[0110] In some embodiments, inverter 100 has the dual
function of being both an inverter and a loader for loading
a eyelash 50, held on the flex band in the second con-
figuration, into applicator 200. A regular false lash 50 is
releaseably attached to the flex-band in the first config-
uration using the adhesive medium 20, for example as
shown in FIGS.3 and 5. The Flex-Band is then inserted
into receiving member slot 101 of the inverter-loader 100.
False eyelash 50 is then inverted with the inverter-loader
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100 as shown in FIG. 14. Glue or other adhesive medium
is applied to the inner side 53 false eyelash, if there is
not pre-applied glue, or may be applied later. Inverted
false eyelash 50 is then ready for loading into applicator
200 by manipulating inverter-loader device 100 and ap-
plicator 200.
[0111] In one embodiment, applicator 200 can be used
to grip onto false eyelash 50 being held by the Flex-Band
in the second configuration on inverter device 100. The
two clamp shell halves or members 202, 203 are closed
tightly around eyelashes 52. Once clamped onto false
lashes 52, applicator 200 can be manipulated by the han-
dle to pull false eyelash 50 off the Flex-Band.
[0112] FIGS. 25 to 27 illustrate in more detail the proc-
ess of loading inverted false eyelash 50, supported on
the flex band, into applicator 200. using the inverter-load-
er device 100. FIG. 25 is a top view of inverted false
eyelash 50 still loaded in the receiving end of the inverter-
loader, being partially inserted into open applicator 200.
The inverted false eyelash is orientated by manual ma-
nipulation of the inverter device so that eyelash band 51
is aligned lengthwise with the exterior of the bottom clamp
curved outer side 206 and the lashes extend into the
applicator between clamping members 202,203. Appli-
cator 220 is closed onto inverted false eyelash 50. FIG.
26 is a top view detail of false eyelash 50 inverted and
held by the closed lash applicator 200. Applicator clamp
outer side 204 has a substantially convex shape gener-
ally complimenting the substantially concave shaped out-
er side 15 of flex band 14 being held in the second con-
figuration by inverter-loader 100. This allows flex band
14 and applicator outer side 204 to be generally nested
together with inverted false eyelash band 50 sandwiched
therebetween as false eyelash 50, on the flex band 14,
is loaded into applicator 200 (see FIG. 26). False lashes
52 are gripped by the applicator clamp. The lashes are
gripped tightly to enable inverted false eyelash 50 to be
pulled off the flex band and thereby removed from the
inverter device whilst maintaining the false eyelash in the
second configuration (inverted) (see FIGS 26 & 27).
[0113] In one embodiment, the flex band opposing dis-
tal ends 13, are in the form of two cylindrical spacers , or
other types of spacers, which extend from top to bottom
of the flex band to align inverted false eyelash 50 on, and
offset away from, applicator outer side 204, and keep
inverted false eyelash 50 from being gripped too close
to the eyelash band 51 (see FIG. 26). In one embodiment,
the spacers are configured to space the aligned band 51
about 0.25 - 5 mm from the applicator outer side edge.
In other embodiments, other spacing between aligned
band 51 and applicator outer side edge may be adopted
which achieves similar applicator functionality as de-
scribed herein. If eyelash band 51 is too close or flush
with applicator outer side edge, eyelash glue could get
on both eyelash band 51 and the applicator’s edge, ef-
fectively gluing false eyelash 50 to applicator 200. Addi-
tionally, offsetting false eyelash band 51 away from outer
side 204, gives the user a clear view of the false lash’s

edge and thus where it will go on eyelid 500.
[0114] Applicator 200 is squeezed with fingers to grip
the false eyelash, but another embodiment may employ
a mechanical way of doing this.
[0115] After having removed inverted false eyelash 50
from the Flex-Band 10, as shown in FIG. 27, the inverted
false eyelash is ready for glue 20 or other adhesive to be
applied (if a glue strip is not pre-applied by the factory
etc.). The inverted eyelash is then ready to be applied to
the eyelid Applicator 200 is then allowed to default to its
neutral position which continues to gently hold the false
eyelash 50 in place (neutral position without the eyelash
is shown in FIG. 22). Once the glued eyelash is adhered
to eyelid 500, as eyelash 50 is rolled lengthways by
maneuvering applicator 200 on and laterally across eye-
lid 500 from one corner of the eye to the other, false
eyelash 50 flows out of applicator 200 and is held to eyelid
500 by glue.
[0116] In another embodiment of the method of oper-
ating the system, false eyelash 50 is pre-loaded at the
factory.
[0117] In another example, applicator 200 may be a
portable or disposable applicator that has been pre-load-
ed with inverted eyelash 50 for use by an end user when
desired.
[0118] In yet other embodiments of a method of oper-
ating the system, portable holder 300 is utilized to grip
an eyelash holder 10 on which eyelash 50 is held inverted
on the flex band. Portable holder 300 is then manipulated
to load inverted eyelash 50 into applicator 200 as shown
in FIGS. 31 and 32. In yet another embodiment, eyelash
holder 10, including eyelash 50 inverted on the flex band,
is pre-mounted on portable holder 300 ready for loading
into applicator 200.
[0119] In yet further embodiments, an eyelash holder
is provided that is similar to eyelash holder 10 but in-
cludes a handle portion for manipulating the flex band to
load the inverted false eyelash into the applicator. This
removes the need to use a separate inverter device 100
or portable holder 300 to grip and handle eyelash holder
10. In one embodiment, eyelash holder 10, including the
handle portion, is disposable and is provided with eyelash
50 already pre-inverted on the flex band. This allows an
end user to simply load inverted false eyelash 50 on the
flex band into applicator 200 without having to first invert
the flex band or manipulate it using inverter loader 100
or portable holder 300.
[0120] Further embodiments of the inverter device will
now be described. In some embodiments, the eyelash
holder inverter device is configured to change eyelash
holder from an inverted or near flat configuration to the
first configuration. By way of example, FIG. 33 is a per-
spective view of an eyelash holder inverter device ac-
cording to another embodiment. Inverter device 1500 of
the embodiment of FIG. 33 is useful for applying a regular
crescent shape false eyelash to an eyelash holder that
has a default inverted or near flat configuration. The plas-
tic or other material of the flex-band is molded in this
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default position. Inverter device 1500 comprises inverter
device 100 described above with reference to FIGS. 7
and 8 with the addition of a stopper frame 1507.
[0121] Turning in more detail to inverter device 100,
handle housing 107 comprises two halves enclosing pla-
nar slider receiving member 105 (see exploded view in
FIG. 34). As already mentioned above, in other embod-
iments, handle housing 107, receiving member 105 and
cavity 109 may be of other shapes and arrangements
that enable the receiver member and inverter mechanism
to perform the desired function. Thumb button 108 is at-
tached to the receiving member 105 via housing longitu-
dinal opening 111 which is arranged to allow the button
to move back and forth with receiving member 105 along
the longitudinal axis of the device. The receiving member
is slidably actuatable between retracted and extended
positions single handedly by a user holding the handle
housing in one hand and, with their thumb placed on the
thumb button, moving the receiving member back and
forth.
[0122] Spring 130 is disposed longitudinally inside
housing 107 between the housing rear end and the rear
end of receiving member 105. Spring 130 is configured
to bias receiving member 105 when receiving member
is moved to the extended position and to pull receiving
member 105 back into a retracted position when the
thumb button is released. Stoppers 120 are arranged at
slide member distal end 126 opposite the end at which
is integrated receiving member 105. Stoppers 120 are
protrusions arranged and shaped to extend generally
perpendicular to the longitudinal plane of the slider such
that the stoppers abut the interior housing to prevent over
retraction or extension of the slider.
[0123] Frame 1507 comprises a pair of arms which ex-
tend along opposite exterior longitudinal sides of the
housing and out from the cavity end of the handling hous-
ing. The frame arms extending outwardly from the hous-
ing cavity end have distal ends 1520 that are spaced from
the cavity end 109 (see FIG. 34). Frame arm distal ends
1520 are configured to retain in a fixed position, with re-
spect to the handle housing 107, flex band opposite ends
13 when flex-band 14 is loaded in the inverter device with
the receiving member retracted. In the embodiment of
FIG. 33, the frame distal ends 1520 are generally L
shaped and turned inwardly towards each other in the
longitudinal plane of the housing so that the frame arms
1507 retain the opposite distal ends of the eyelash holder
in a fixed position. However, in other embodiments, frame
ends 1520 may be other shapes such as annular or other
angular shapes or other shapes that retain flex band ends
13. Furthermore, other types of retaining means other
than frame arms may be employed to provide the same
function of retaining flex band opposite ends. Other em-
bodiments of the inverter device and/or eyelash holder
described hereinbefore may be adopted which allow the
shape of the flex-band or other support member of the
eyelash holder to be changed for application of the false
eyelash and subsequent inversion.

[0124] FIGS. 36 to 40 illustrate a method of operating
the inverter device 1500 for providing the false eyelash
on a flex band that naturally assumes an inverted or near
flat configuration As shown in FIGS. 36, eyelash holder
inverter device 1500 is initially in an unloaded and re-
tracted configuration in which receiving member 105 is
fully retracted into cavity 109 leaving the receiving mem-
ber locating hole 101 accessible from the exterior. Blank
false eyelash holder 1510 is similar to eyelash holder 10
with the exception that the flex-band 1514 has an inverted
or near flat default configuration. Flex-band 1514 is load-
ed into the retracted receiving member 105 by inserting
the bottom end of the flex-band alignment post head 12
into the receiving member locating hole . Flex band op-
posite ends 13 are held by frame arms 1507 (see FIG.
37).When so loaded, opposite ends 13 are retained in a
fixed position at or adjacent the handle housing end by
frame arms 1507 whereas the rest of the flex-band is free
to flex. Actuating inverter device 1500 by sliding the
thumb button forward causes receiving member 105 to
slide out of handle cavity 109 to the extended position.
As member 105 extends, receiving member 105 pushes
the center of flex-band 1514 causing the flex-band to flex
from the inverted second configuration to the first config-
uration in which the flex band is substantially convex
shaped (see FIGS. 37 in conjunction with FIG. 38). With
flex-band 1514 in the convex shape (regular crescent
moon shape), a regular crescent false eyelash 50 is then
applied to the flex-band outer side. False eyelash 50 is
applied in the manner already described hereinabove
with reference to other embodiments, such as for exam-
ple using an adhesive medium to adhere the inner side
of the false eyelash band to the outer side of the flex band
(see FIG. 39).
[0125] Applying the regular crescent shaped false eye-
lash 50 when the flex-band 1514 is in the convex shape
is advantageous in factory manufacturing because the
operator of the device can more easily apply a regular
looking false eyelash 50 in the regular shape to flex-band
1514 and determine if the applied false eyelash on the
eyelash holder is consumer ready. Once false eyelash
50 has been so applied, receiving member 105 is retract-
ed pulling the flex-band towards handle 107 and causing
flex-band 1514 to revert to near flat or inverted configu-
ration (second configuration) thereby inverting false eye-
lash 50 applied thereto, as indicated in FIG. 40. There-
after, the inverted flex-band 1514 carrying false eyelash
50 thereon, is removed from inverter device 1500 ready
for use or sale to the end user. Since flex-band 1514
naturally defaults to the near-flat or inverted configura-
tion, flex-band 1514, and false eyelash 50 carried ther-
eon, remain in the near-flat or inverted configuration after
removal from the inverter device. FIG. 42 is a top plan
view of inverted flex band 1514 together with inverted
false eyelash 50 carried thereon according to one em-
bodiment. The assembly of FIG. 42 can be loaded into
a tray holder 60 for storage in a box 61 or other unit (See
FIG. 43) .
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[0126] In some other embodiments, frame arms 1504
are omitted, and flex-band opposite ends of the eyelash
holder are held in a fixed position instead by a person
operating the inverter device 100 using their fingers
and/or operating an external tool (such as pliers) as the
inverter device is actuated.
[0127] As made apparent with reference to the appli-
cator embodiments described herein, since flex-band
1514 defaults to the second configuration and flash eye-
lash 50 has already been pre-assembled on flex-band
1514 in the second configuration, a consumer or other
user wishing to apply the false eyelash using applicator
200 can simply load the pre-inverted false eyelash, held
on the flex-band, into applicator 200 without having to
use the inverter device to invert or maintain flex-band
1514 in the inverted position. In some embodiments, in-
verted eyelash 50 can be loaded by manipulating flex-
band 1514 directly by hand even without the assistance
of any loading device.
[0128] As with previous described embodiments of in-
verter device 100, operation of inverter device 1500 may
be partly or entirely automatic instead of hand operated.
Also, alternative device configurations may be adopted
to provide the same general function of device 1500. In-
verter device configurations and methods of operation
may depend on the type of default configuration of the
eyelash holder. For example, whilst inverter device em-
bodiment 1500 has been described with reference to ad-
justing the shape of a flex-band having a default second
configuration (inverted shape), Inverter device 1500 can
alternatively or additionally be used in conjunction with
a flex-band having a default first configuration. In this
case, inverter device would be initially loaded in the ex-
tended position (see FIG. 39 as an example of the ex-
tended position) and inversion would be caused by re-
tracting the receiving member 105 from the extended po-
sition to the retracted position.
[0129] In some embodiments, the inverter device is
configured such that the flex-band is adjustable between
the first and second configurations or other desired
shapes by holding flex-band opposite ends in a fixed po-
sition and the flex-band center being pushed or pulled.
[0130] In some other embodiments, the inverter device
is configured such that the flex-band is adjustable be-
tween the first and second configurations or other desired
shapes by pushing or pulling flex-band opposite ends
whilst the flex band center is held in a fixed position to
achieve the desired change. By way of example, in an
alternative embodiment of the inverter device, operation
of the inverter device causes flex-band opposite ends to
be pulled towards the handle casing whilst the receiving
member holds the flex band center in a fixed position so
as to change the shape of the flex band from near-flat
inverted to convex. FIG. 41 illustrates a plan view of such
an inveter device 1600. In this device, the flex-band 1514
is loaded in the inverter receiving member which is held
in a fixed position beyond the handle end. Frame arms
1507 are slidably mounted in the longitudinal plane of

the handle and retractable by sliding the arms back to
pull flex-band opposite ends 13 towards the housing. As
the center of the flex-band remains in a fixed position on
the handle housing, pulling opposite ends 13 causes flex
band 1514 to flex from the near-flat or inverted (second
configuration) to the convex shape (first configuration).
In some other embodiments, frame arms 1507 are omit-
ted, and flex-band opposite ends 13 are moved instead
by a person operating the inverter device using their fin-
gers and/or operating an external tool (such as pliers) to
move if the eyelash holder opposite ends.
[0131] As will be explained in more detail below, in
some embodiments, the Applicator aspect of the present
technology can have other designs to those described
with reference to figures 16 -31 but still achieve the gen-
eral applicator function of receiving a an inverted false
eyelash 50 and rollably supporting the inverted false eye-
lash in a lengthwise roll on configuration for rolling, by
manipulation of the applicator, the false eyelash length-
wise laterally over an eyelid and off the support. The pair
of clamping members may use a variety of methods to
assist in holding them together. As will be explained in
more detail below with reference to particular exemplary
embodiment, any type of hinge including a living hinge
may be used to hold them together. Alternatively or ad-
ditionally, one or more posts and post receiving holes
may be used to hold the clamping members together. In
some embodiments, one or more spaced apart pins or
posts are employed for self aligning the clamp members
with or without a hinge. In yet other embodiments, a clip,
on the side wall of the members can be used. The clip
can be any shape, i.e. square, rectangular, triangular etc.
and may also have a finger grip. The clip can rely on the
torsion of the clip material to clip the clamping members
together. Alternatively or additionally the clip may include
a spring mechanism or some other clipping mechanism
to clip the clamp members together. For example, the
clip mechanism that us used in pants and other clothing
hangers can be employed. In yet other embodiments,
the clamp members are hingless and manipulation of the
members is entirely by hand. In some embodiments, a
button clamp, such as a shim clamp, is adopted on the
applicator for pushing forward to squeeze the pair of
clamping members together and pull back to release. In
yet other embodiments, the applicator is a singe unitary
structure rather than a pair of clamping members.
[0132] Reference will now be made in more detail to
some of the alternative embodiments of the applicator.
In one embodiment, the Applicator is hingeless and the
clamping members are retainable in the closed configu-
ration by a clip. FIGS. 44 to 47 illustrate such a hingless
Applicator according to an embodiment. Applicator 3000
has bottom and top clamping members 3202 and 3203 .
Each clamping member 3202,3203 has an outer support
side 3204 which is substantially convex curved along its
length for supporting false eyelash 50 in a inverted or
near flat configuration. As shown in FIG. 44, when false
eyelash 50 is in the concave shape (in the inverted or
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near flat configuration), lashes 54 curl in a concave man-
ner. Bottom clamping member 3202 has an upper face
3331 comprising a front lash receiving groove or channel
3302 and a rear handle portion 3205. Lash receiving
groove 3302 curves along convex outer side 3204 and
has concave cross-section. When inverted false 50 eye-
lash is loaded onto the clamping member 3202, individual
lashes 52 are received in lash receiving groove 3302 and
the shape and arrangement of lashes 52 on lash band
51 is maintained substantially as they were for the un-
loaded inverted eyelash. Clamping member 3203 has a
lash receiving portion 3304 with a cross section and
shape corresponding to the front lash receiving groove
such that, when top clamping member 3203 is aligned
above bottom clamping member 3202 and the clamps
are retained together in the closed configuration with the
members one above the other in alignment, clamping
members 3202,3203 are nested together with lash re-
ceiving portion 3304 nested in lash receiving groove
3302. A pair of spaced apart alignment holes 3222 are
arranged on top clamp handle portion 3206. A pair of
corresponding alignment posts 3223 extending upwardly
from upper side of bottom clamp handle portion 3205 are
configured to slidably engage with corresponding align-
ment holes 3222 and align clamping members 3202,
3203 as they are pressed together. Clamping members
3202, 3203 are slidable in a plane perpendicular to the
longitudinal plane of the clamping members and remain
in alignment as the clamps slide apart and together.
[0133] Alignment posts 3223 and holes 3222 have cir-
cular cross sections but in other embodiments may be
of other cross-sections such as square, rectangular and
so on. In some embodiments more than two alignment
posts and corresponding holes may be provided. In other
embodiments, the position of the alignment posts and
corresponding holes on the clamping members may be
different and any configuration/position of alignment
posts and holes is envisaged that performs the function
of aligning the clamping members as they are pressed
together. By way of example, in one embodiment, the
arrangement of one alignment hole and corresponding
post can be reversed on the clamping members such
that the alignment hole is formed on the bottom clamp
and the post on the top clamp. In some embodiments, a
single alignment post and corresponding hole may be
used that has an oval, square, rectangular or other cross-
section that maintains alignment of the members.
[0134] As indicated in FIG. 45, applicator 3000 has a
clip 3400 which is configured to releaseably retain clamp-
ing members 3203, 3202 in the closed configuration. Clip
3400 has a pair of generally planar tongues 3401 and
3402 which are configured to grip and press the clamps
together. When clamping members 3203,3202 in the
closed configuration are inserted between the pair of
tongues 3401, 3402 , the tongues will be forced apart
and cause torsion in the bend of the tongue to grip and
press the clamps together. Tongues 3401, 3402 have
front regions 3404, 3403 with concave cross-sections

corresponding to those of the front groove/portion 3304,
3204. In this manner, when closed clamping members
3203, 3202 are retained together by the clip, tongue front
regions 3404, 3403 nest with the corresponding clamping
member groove/ portion 3304,3302. This helps to press
together top and bottom clamp front regions .
[0135] In some embodiments, applicator 3000 is dis-
posable. The inverted false eyelash 50 is loaded into the
applicator and the clamping members clipped together
in the closed configuration ready for shipping in storage.
The false eyelash 50 may be regular false eyelash 50
that has been inverted by a device described herein or
may be a false eyelash that is manufactured in a way
that enables the false eyelash to be easily placed in the
inverted position by hand. Thereafter, the adhesive me-
dium can be applied to the loaded eyelash (if not before
loading). Removing the clip allows the applicator to go
into the neutral configuration ready for application onto
the eyelid.
[0136] In FIG. 45, clip tongues 3401, 3402 are gener-
ally elongated planar members, however, other shaped
tongues or members are envisaged that are capable of
pressing the clamping members together. The clips is
made from any suitable clip material, such as steel or
plastic. In some embodiments, the curved front regions
of the tongues are omitted (see for example clip 3450 of
FIG. 49).
[0137] In some other embodiments, the top and bottom
clamp groove and/or curved portions are omitted and the
front regions are flat. FIG. 49 is a longitudinal cross sec-
tional view of an applicator 3700 according to another
embodiment in which the clamping members including
the front regions are planar. As shown in FIG. 49, a clip
3450 is provided for squeezing the clamp members to-
gether and then releasing them as necessary. Addition-
ally or alternatively, a hinge may be adopted in conjunc-
tion with the alignment posts and holes. FIG. 50 illustrates
a cross-sectional side view of an applicator 3800 includ-
ing the alignment posts and holes and a living hinge (a
hinge formed from a continuous material joining the ends
of the clamping members together). FIG. 51 is side view
of an example embodiment of an applicator 3900 which
is similar to the applicator of FIG. 50 but without alignment
posts and holes. FIG. 48 is a side view an example em-
bodiment of an applicator 3600 similar to the applicator
of FIG. 51 but with a finger grip on the upper clamping
member. FIG. 52 is a side view of an example embodi-
ment of an applicator 3500 which is similar to the appli-
cator of FIG. 51 but includes a concave receiving
groove/portion on the clamping members.
[0138] FIG. 53 illustrates a perspective view of the an
applicator 3100 according to yet another embodiment.
Applicator 3100 is a hingeless configuration and has
three outer sides 204 for gripping and releasing the in-
verted or near flat false eyelash. Alignment posts 3223
and corresponding holes 3222 are respectively provided
on bottom and top clamping members 3104 and 3103
for manually holding the clamping members together in
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alignment during operation of the applicator.
[0139] Reference to operating a hingeless applicator
will now be described according to some embodiments.
Let us assume that initially an inverted or near flat false
eyelash has been loaded into applicator 3100 of FIG. 53
in a similar manner as for applicator 200 . The inverted
or near flat eyelash may be provided using an inverter
device of embodiment described herein or by other
means. Glue or other adhesive medium is applied to the
lash band (either before or once loaded). A glue strip may
be pre-applied by the factory. The operator of the appli-
cator 3100, squeezes the clamping members together
to bring the members into the closed configuration. Align-
ment posts 3223 of clamping member 3104 slidably en-
gage holes 3222 of clamping member 3103 maintaining
the clamping members in alignment one above the other
as the clamping members press together and grip onto
the loaded inverted false eyelash with the eyelash band
orientated on the exterior of outer side 3204 (similar prin-
ciple to applicator 200). As shown in FIG. 54A, applicator
3100 is then allowed to default to its neutral position. The
operator pressing the clamping members together to
maintain them in the closed position brings the applicator
into the neutral position by loosing the squeezing pres-
sure sufficiently such that the clamping members open
slightly to the neutral position and gently hold the false
eyelash 50 in place. Since the alignment posts remain
slidably engaged with the holes when the applicator is in
the neutral position, the clamping members remain
aligned in the neutral position despite the operator having
loosed the squeezing pressure. Once once the leading
end of the glued eyelash is adhered to a corner of eyelid
500 (see FIG. 54B), eyelash 50 is rolled lengthways by
maneuvering applicator 3100 (still in the neural position)
on and laterally across eyelid 500 from one corner of the
eye to the other (see FIG. 54C). False eyelash 50 flows
out of applicator 3100 and is held to eyelid 500 by glue.
[0140] In some embodiments, the applicators de-
scribed herein may be held together by means of a shim
action clamp rather than a clip or hinge. The shim clamp
is a biasing device that serves a type of spacer mecha-
nism for adjusting the spacing between the clamps.
FIGS. 55 to 59 collectively illustrate an applicator 4000
including a shim action clamp for biasing clamping mem-
bers 4102, 4103 together according to one embodiment.
The general shape of clamping members 4102, 4103 is
the same as the shape of clamping members of applicator
200. However, clamping members 4102, 4103 can have
other shapes, such as those of applicator 3000 or other
shapes envisaged herein with reference to other embod-
iments. Clamping members 4102, 4103 have three outer
sides 204 for gripping inverted false eyelash 50 but there
may be more or less outer sides 204. A shim action clamp
4200 is provided on the applicator. A shim 4202 is con-
figured to be slidably longitudinal by the operator to sand-
wich together top clamp member 4103 and bottom
clamping member 4102.
[0141] FIGS. 55 illustrates a perspective view of appli-

cator 4000 in which shim 4202 has been slide longitudinal
rearward to a position in which the shim clamp 4200 is
biasing applicator 4000 in a neutral/open configuration.
FIG. 57 is a sectional view (section "C-C") taken along
an off center axis and in the direction of the arrows for
the cutting plane "C-C" shown in FIG. 55. FIG. 58 is a
sectional view (section "D-D) taken along the central lon-
gitudinal axis of the applicator and in the direction of the
arrows for the cutting plane "D-D" shown FIG. 55. FIG.
59 is a sectional view (section "E-E") taken across the
applicator in the direction of the arrows for the cutting
plane "E-E" shown FIG. 55.
[0142] As best shown in FIG. 55 taken in conjunction
with FIGS. 57 to 59, the shim action clamp 4200 has a
body 4210 integrated with or fixed to the upper side of
bottom clamping member 4102. A head 4201 is fixed or
integrated with the top of body 4210. Shim 4202 is a
generally elongated planar member sandwiched be-
tween head 4201 and top clamping member 4103. Body
4210 extends upwardly and protrudes up through and
beyond both an opening 4205 formed in top clamping
member 4103 and an elongated opening 4203 formed in
shim 4202. Head 4210 has a wedge shaped cross section
with a generally planer top face and inclined bottom face.
The thicker end of head 4201 is oriented towards the
front of the applicator and the thinner end to the rear.
Inclined head bottom face is spaced above the upper
face of top clamping member 4103 by body 4210. Head
4201 has a diameter that is wider than the diameter of
body 4210. Consequently, an outer ring shaped portion
of head 4201 overlaps the upper face of top clamping
member 4103. This head outer portion together with body
4210 and top clamping member 4103 define a ring
shaped groove or channel 4204 surrounding body 4210 .
[0143] Shim opening 4203 is wider than body 4210 but
narrower than the width of head 4201. Left and right por-
tions of the shim on either side of opening 4203 are sli-
dably slotted longitudinally in portions of groove 4204 on
the left and right sides respectively of body 4210 (see
FIG. 59). Also, a shim portion to the rear of the shim
opening 4203 may be slidably receivable in a portion of
the groove 4204 to the rear of head 4201. Shim 4202
has a wedge shaped longitudinal cross section that com-
pliments the wedge shape of the head. Shim 4202 is
orientated with the inclined surface facing upwards and
inclining downwardly from the thick rear end of the shim
to the thinner front of the shim.
[0144] Pushing shim 4202 longitudinally forward from
the position shown in FIGS. 55 and 58-59 causes shim
4202 to wedge longitudinally in left and right portions of
groove 4204 either side of body 4210. The portion of the
shim to the rear of the opening may also wedge further
into the rear portion of groove 4204. Wedging the shim
into the groove sandwiches the top and bottom clamping
members together into the closed configuration as shown
in FIG. 56. The clamping members may be then brought
back to the neutral configuration from the closed config-
uration by withdrawing rearewardly the shim wedge
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slightly from the groove so as to release some of the
biasing force of the shim clamp and thereby loosen the
clamping members from one enough to bring them to the
neutral configuration. Further withdrawing the shim
opens the clamping members more to an open configu-
ration that is sufficient to enable a false eyelash to be
loaded into the applicator.
[0145] In some embodiments the head need not be
wedge shaped and could have a more planar configura-
tion. In some other embodiment, the head may be
wedged shaped and the shim may have a more planar
rather than wedged shaped configuration. Head and
body may have cross-sections that or are of shapes, such
as rectangular, square, oval and so on rather than circu-
lar.
[0146] Different shim clamp configurations are envis-
aged that serve to bias the clamping members together
by means of a shim action in order to adjust the applicator
between the open, closed and neutral configurations of
the applicator. For example, in one embodiment, body
4210 can be an open topped shell having a longitudinal
through cavity through which the shim is slidable longi-
tudinally back and forth between the head and the top
clamping member to open and close the clamping mem-
bers. Furthermore, the shim clamp device of the embod-
iments may be used in conjunction with applicators hav-
ing a different size and shape than that shown in FIGS.
55 . to FIG. 58. The shim clamp device may be adopted
with other types of clamping members of the embodi-
ments described herein.
[0147] According to yet further aspects of the present
technology, the applicator is provided in a clampless con-
figuration in which a single support member rather than
a pair of clamping members is adopted.
[0148] FIGS. 60 to 62 illustrate such an applicator 2000
according to one embodiment. In some embodiments,
the applicator is a disposable applicator. In other embod-
iments, the applicator is reusable. Applicator 2000 com-
prises a support member 2014 which is generally planar
unitary structure having opposing generally planar outer
faces 2030. As for the applicator clamp member of some
other described embodiments, the outer faces 2030 may
take other profiles, such as but not limited to a clam like
convex profile. Support member 2014 has an outer side
2004 extending between outer faces 2030. Outer side
2004 is configured to support, in nested relation, false
eyelash 50 generally in the same manner as outer side
204 of applicator 200, 3000.... In the embodiment shown
in FIGS. 60 to 62 outer side 2014 extends substantially
convexly along the length and extends substantially per-
pendicularly along the width between outer faces 2030
(generally like the outer surface of part of a cylinder).
Other surface profiles along the length and width of outer
side 2004 are envisaged that allow false eyelash 50 to
be applied to eyelid 500 in the manner described. False
eyelash base outerside 54 can be releaseably mounted
in a concave shape on support member outer side 2004
using a suitable adhesive 21 and with base inner side 53

facing away from support outer side 2004. The adhesive
is chosen and applied in a manner so that the length of
the eyelash 50 is releasable from support member 2004
and can be easily rolled onto and laterally across skin of
eyelid 500 and off the support member.
[0149] In one embodiment, adhesive media 21 applied
to adhere false eyelash base outer side 54 to support
member outer side 2004 has weaker adhesion charac-
teristics than adhesive media 20 that is applied on eye-
lash base inner side 53 for subsequently adhering false
eyelash 50 to the eyelid. In this manner, as false eyelash
50 is rolled onto the eyelid, stronger adhesive media 20
on eye lash base inner side 53 is able to secure eyelash
50 to the eye lid whereas weaker adhesive media 21
releases the eyelash from the support member outer
side . This allows stronger adhesive media 20 on eyelash
inner side 53 to effectively pull the rolled lash off support
outer side 2004 despite the adhesive media 21 between
eyelash base and outer side
[0150] In some embodiments the stronger and weaker
adhesive medias are glue and/or other adhesive medias
with compositions that are selected to provide the re-
quired stronger and weaker adhesive characteristics (eg.
High tac and low tac glue, respectively). The glue may
be but not limited to a glue paste, liquid, and/or thread
like glue. In other embodiments, the stronger and weaker
adhesive medias may be achieved by applying a greater
volume of adhesive to achieve stronger adhesion and by
applying lesser volume of adhesive to achieve the weak-
er adhesion. In yet other embodiments, adhesion is
achieved using media other than or in combination with
glue such as but not limited felt or tap.
[0151] The support member can be made from stiff pa-
per, cardboard, plastic or any other material sufficiently
rigid to hold the false eyelash in place and allow the false
eyelash to release and attach to the eyelid during appli-
cation. In some embodiments, the false eyelash can be
pre-applied to applicator 2000 and a cover is provided to
protect the false eyelash band and any glue or glue strip
pre-applied to the inner side of the base that is to be
applied to the eyelid.. the cover may be cap or a piece
of paper or other covering material. The cover piece of
paper may be peeled off from the applicator preparatory
to applying the false eyelash using the applicator. In yet
another embodiment, the applicator could comprises two
applicators 2000, one for the left eye and the other for
the right eye, that are joined together as one piece to
enable the false eyelashes to be applied in a double ac-
tion one after the other onto respective eyelids.
[0152] A method of operating applicator according to
one embodiment will now be described. The false eye-
lash is provided inverted or near flat. The band outer side
54 of the inverted false eyelash is then adhered to the
peripheral edge of the applicator outer side 2005 using
a weak adhesive 21. This can be performed at the factory
or later by the end user. A stronger adhesive 20 is applied
to the inner side of the of the false eyelash band (this can
be performed after application of the band to the appli-
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cator, after the false eyelash has been inverted but before
adhering to the applicator, or even before inversion of
the false eyelash). In other embodiments, adhesive can
be applied to the eyelid. The false eyelash is then rolled
laterally across the eyelid by hand manipulation of the
support member 2014 in a similar manner to other appli-
cators of embodiments described herein. The eyelash
adheres to the eyelid and is released from the support
member 2014 during the rolling action.
[0153] In some aspects, a false eyelash applicator sys-
tem or other system is provided that comprises any com-
bination of two or more of the embodiments of compo-
nents described herein such as any two or more of the
following: false eyelash holder , inverter device , inverter-
loader , portable holder , applicator , applicator clip, ap-
plicator shim clamp, clamping members, clamping mem-
ber alignment post(s)/hole(s), applicator space
mechanim, applicator hinge, false eyelash , false eye-
lash holder tray and/or box, the adhesive mediums. In
some embodiments of the system, one or more of the
aforementioned components are disposable.
[0154] While preferred embodiments of the present in-
vention have been described and illustrated in detail, it
is to be understood that many modifications can be made
to the embodiments, and features can be interchanged
between embodiments, without departing from the spirit
of the invention.

Claims

1. A false eyelash apparatus comprising:

a false eyelash having a base and false lashes,
wherein said base has an inner side for adhering
to an eyelid and an outer side from which said
false eyelashes extend away from said base;
a false eyelash holder for use in loading the false
eyelash into an applicator; wherein said false
eyelash holder has a support member having
substantially convex shaped outer side,
wherein said false eyelash is releaseably sup-
ported on said support member outer side and
orientated such that the eyelash band inner side
faces the support member outer side and the
eyelash band outer side faces outwardly away
from the support member outer side; and
wherein said false eyelash base outer side and
said base inner side are supported in a substan-
tially concave shape and convex shape, respec-
tively, on and in nested relation with said support
member outer side.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said supported
false eyelash is a false eyelash, which in isolation,
assumes a shape in which the base outer side and
said base inner side are generally convex and con-
cave shapes, respectively.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the support com-
prises a flexible band.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising an ad-
hesive medium between said false eyelash base and
said support member outer side; said adhesive me-
dium releaseably adhering said false eyelash base
to said support member outer side.

5. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said holder in-
cludes a handle portion for manipulating said false
eyelash support member to load said supported false
eyelash into the applicator.

6. A false eyelash system comprising:

an applicator for applying a false eyelash to an
eyelid; and
a false eyelash holder for loading a false eyelash
into said applicator; the false eyelash applicator
comprising:
a false eyelash support, for releaseably support-
ing a false eyelash to be applied to an eyelid;
and a handle portion for manipulating said false
eyelash support to apply said false eyelash;
wherein said support is configured to rollably
support the false eyelash in a lengthwise roll on
configuration for rolling, by manipulation of said
handle portion, the false eyelash lengthwise lat-
erally over an eyelid and off said support.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein said applicator sup-
port has at least one outer side, said at least one
outer side being shaped for rollably supporting a
base of the false eyelash on the exterior of the ap-
plicator outer side in alignment therewith; and where-
in said applicator support outer side is substantially
convexly curved lengthwise for supporting the false
eyelash in a substantially inverted shape thereon.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein said false eyelash
holder comprises a flex-band for supporting an in-
verted false eyelash, said flex-band having a sub-
stantially concave shaped outer side for nesting with
said applicator outer side.

9. The system of claim 7, wherein said applicator false
eyelash support comprises a clamp, said clamp hav-
ing a first clamp member and a second clamp mem-
ber, wherein said clamp members together form said
substantially convex shaped outer side compliment-
ing said flex-band outer side for allowing said false
eyelash holder and said applicator to be generally
nested together with said false eyelash band sand-
wiched there between.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein flex-band includes
spacers mounted at opposing ends of said flex-band,
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wherein said spacers are configured such that, when
said flex-band and said applicator are so nested to-
gether, said spacers abut the outside of said clamp
members and offset said flex-band from said clamp
members by a predetermined amount such that the
false eyelash base supported on the exterior of said
applicator is prevented from being gripped by said
clamp members and is substantially aligned along
the outside of said clamp members.
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